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THE LEDGER & TIMES
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newsfraper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, February 21, 1935

Many Taking Advantage of MRS. BERT SEXTON
Living Room Suite Offer CALLED BY DEATH
NO CONTEST—No Strings to the Proposition; All That is
Necessary is to Renew Your Subscription or
Subscribe to The Ledger & Times
Many Calloway county -residents
are taking advantage of the opportunity of subscribing to The Ledger & Times now in an effort to
get _ the-laivirge-Reenr- Suite that
the paper is going to give away
absolutely • FREE , on Saturday
April 6, at-3:00 o'clock.
There Wee • many subscribers
who's. subscription has, or is about
to expire and The Ledger & Times
is offering this beautiful suite
which is a $97.50 suite and is now
on display at the E. S. Diuguid &
Son store, in an effort to boost
these renewals and to help gain
new subscriptions.
Many
new
subscribers have
taken advantage of this offer and

.
.
117,7:
1I $1 AX)llaryearl, lar...:
' ry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere In
a State of Kentuckx.
$1.50 the

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Scenes in Murray's Biggest Fire Loss

Wife of Bert Sexton, Murray Hardware Merchant, Died Monday
of Menengitis.

DISTRICT LEGION
CONFERENCE SET
Murray To Be Host to Legionnaires
of First District on
, March 16-17.

The -First District Conference of
the American Legion will be held
in Murray on Saturday and Sunday. March 16 and 17, it is announced by .W. B. Kennedy. Gilbertsville. district commander. In
addition to hundreds of Legionnaries from First District posts and.
the entire membership of the Murray Post. State Commander Mika
Callis. State Adjutant Tom H.
Hayden, and other. .state officials
are expected. Among others are
John _ R. Settle, of the state department. N. E. Whitigg,' of the
Disabled Service Men's Bureau
and Lawrence W. Hager. chairman
of the National Legion, committee
on PublicIty:
Immediate Past Commander R.
MISS RUBY ROSE
H. Hood of the. Murray Post has
been named chairman of- the comMiss
RuliY
Bose. senior nurse on
mittee On arrangement for the dis•
•
duty at the time ot the hospital
trict meeting.
. Also invited are Mrs. John Gil- fire and credited by Dr. Will
mour. state president of the Legion Mason as being the heroine of the
Auxiliary and Mrs. Hogard, dis- disaster, is a modest, serious-mindtrict coMmitteewoman for the state ed young woman and, as the citizens of this county will be proud
_
auxiliary.
to learn, a native of Calloway.
A social program will be held
county.
.
Saturday evening and the business
conference Sunday afternoon. .
Miss Rose, the daughter of Mr.
--The Murray Pyst hag almost at-, _and Mrs. Will Rose, who now reits 1935 qbota of 175 mem- sides near tat-yeti City in Martained,*
bers and diligent .efforts are being shall cqunty. was born near Almo
made 'to attain it by the • latter and lived in this county until she
was 9 when she moved to the adpart-of this week.
Membership to date is 167 mem- joining county with her parents.
She entered training at the hosbers, only 8 short of the quota.
pital in 1932 and has been here
New members since the last report
continuously as a member of the
are: Henry G.Heissler. I. H. Key,
hospital staff with the exception
J. A. Camp, William Packmann.,
of six.months in the City Hospital,
Elmo Harmon and Hughie Walker.
Louisville, an affiliated institution.
•
Six months in the Louisville hosWILL KIRKLAND REMOVED

Murray Groups to Back Building Move; Morris Building to be Temporary
Headquarters
The William Mason Memorial Hospital will be rebuilt, it was announced by Dr. Wm. H. Mason shortly after
the fire which destroyed the 65 patient room hospital, one
of the finest surgical hospitals in the South, at a loss which
no doubt will exceed $150,000.
The fire originated in the baseo ment Sunday morning and spread

IContinned oh Page Sig)
Will Kirkland vass_removea from
his room in a rocking chair. Mr.
'Kirkland, a farmer of the West
side. had both terra in casts having
)
both of them broken several weeks
Adams. Murray
ago. Cleyburn
milk man and early riser, was
early at the scene of the fire and
went to the •roorri of Kirkland
Adams. of Small stature. had controuble in --removing
siderable
Kirkland, who weighs over 200
Adams took Kirkland
'pounds.
down the stairs seated in a rock.
jag chair with 'Kirkland argitig
. him to be careful as he dropped
.from 'step to step and the jars
- became painful to his injuries.
Adams was aided by .Bill Hamriek
in removing the patient to the
yard after reaching the first floor
landing.

Ky.-Tenn. Power Co.
Pays County's Biggest
Tax Bill, $6,016.46
Calloway county's largest taxpayer, The -Kentucky-Tennessee
latght & Power Co, tendered
Sheriff Carl B. Kingins a check
for P5,016.46 Tuesday. It was for
the 1934 state, county and school
faxes. The power company also
pays a sizable city tax bill in addition to the foregoing amount.
The N C. & St. L Pty., formerly the largest taxpayer in the
county, is now second. Its current state, county and school tax
bill is $5,092.00.

DR. WILL H. MASON

Where Hospital
Patients Are

Rites From M. E. Chute& With
Burial in City Cemetery; Was
70 Years of Age.

I

Hospital Staff

Members of the hospital staff
are:
Dr. Will H. Mason, president of
the institution and chief surgeon.
Dr. Ora K. Mason, Dr. H. Calvin
Smith, Dr. W. H. Graves, staff surgeons and, physicians.
superintendent;
B. W. Spire,
Mrs. W. F. Skinner, matron; Miss
Hilda Brown, office secretary.
Miss Henrietta Smith, -Mrs.- M.
L. Garrett, Miss Letha - Hess, Miss
Margaret Gatten, Miss Ethylen
Miller, Miss Lottie Kendall, Miss
McNett, Mrs. L. C. Maddox. and
K. A. Dail, all registered nurses.
Miss Grace Bartlett, Miss Pearl
Blaby, Miss Carolyn Crandall, Miss
Crystal Day, Miss Ahline Lonnstrom, Maurice Maddox, Miss Anna
Olson, Miss Ruby Rose, Miss Lura
Sherman, Mrs. Ralph Sherman,
„Miss Normal Spaulding. Miss Mary
Stoner. Miss Carolyn Swett, Miss
Avenelle Taylor, John L. Upton.
Miss Lorene Youngs. all nurses in
training.

to the upper story and
the roof quickly via a
clothes chute arid had the building
within its throes within only a
very few minutes.
In the face of this quickly
spreading fire the nurses Of the
and
worked
speedily
hospital
heroically in effecting the removal
of all of ttfe 42 patients. Heroism
was reported in many instance,
but none of the nurses on duty
and in the building can be left
out of credit and recognition for
each performed their duties under
the able leadership of the senior
nurse Miss Ruby Rose of'Calvert •
City. Miss Ahlie Lonmstrom .was
active in giving the:_alarm and
operating the elevator. To Johny
Upton, 'man nurse, is accredited
some of the most daring rescues.
Patients were removed quickly
to the hospital grounds and Murray cars and ambulances took them
quickly to Murray .homes and the'
most critical were taken to the
Keys Houston Clinic.
The Murray fire department was
helpless before the quickly spreading flames but fought valiantly.
The Mayfield fire' department was
called but arrived too late to be of
any particular benefit. Members
of Camp Murray ,C. c. C. Camp
arrived soon after the fire company and under the .direction of
Lieutenant Smith aided firemen
ita._nandiing and.laying hose and
removed several items from the
hospital
Tom Rowlett. aiding
by
the firemen, was overcome
smoke but was removed from the

quickly
Head of Hospital I_reached

MRS. A. S. BROOKS
IS BURIED SUNDAY
Funeral services for Mrs. Frances Cleo Brooks, 70 years of age,
were held Sunday afternoon at ,2
o'clock from the Murray Methodist
Church. The Rev. 0. A. Marrs
was in charge of the services.
Burial was in the Murray cemetery.
The beloved woman died at the
home Friday, February 15, following a short illness of influenza and
heart trouble. Mrs. brooks was a
native tif the county spending her
early years or: the East side of
the county but had been a resident
of the city for the past eight
years. She was a member of the
Cumberland' Presbyterian church
at Liberty.
Mn. Brooks is survived by hal'
husband A. S. Brooks, a prominent
resident and former city judge,
filling the office for eight years.
She aide) leaves a son Clyde Brooks
and a daughter Mrs. Rexie Rays
mond, Corydon, Ky., and two sisters. Mrs. John Stringer, Hardin,
and Mrs. Belle Roberts, Abilene,
Texas, and four brothers. John.
Melvin, Peter, and Billy Morris.
The pallbearers were.: Autry
Ross, Henry Elliott. Flem Hayes,
Charles B. Grogan, T W. Crawford, and A. B. Lassiter.

Volume CIII; No. g

Heroic Rescue of 42 Patients is Effected by
Nurses and Staff; Loss Over
$150,000.

Mrs. Fannie Sexton, wife of
Bert Sexton, Murray hardware
merchant and a beloved Murray
matron of many admirable characteristics, passed. away at the
,
clinic shortly after noon Tuesday
week's illness of
following
a
spinal menengltis.
Mrs. Sexton' was a patient at the
Mason Memorial Hospital during
the fire which
destroyed
that
structure early, Sunday morning.
Though her condition was quite
critical at that time and she suffered shock in being removed, her
condition was so serious that it
was regarded as doubtful whether
she would have recovered her illness had the emergency not occurred.
Mrs. Sexton was Miss Fannie
McDaniel before her marriage.
She was a member of the Methodist church, an exemplary and
loving wife and mother and a
devoted neighbor and friend.
Besides her husband she leaves
Mrs. Bishop, chairman of the a daughter, Mary Elizabeth; a son,
membership drive, is assisted by Charles; and a sister, •Miss Eva
the executive board: Mrs. Sledd, McDaniel.
Funeral serviced were conduoteci
Mrs. Drennon. Mrs. Crawford. and
Miss Lillian Watters and by the from the Murray Methodist chUrch
junior board: Miss Hart.* Miss Tuesday afternoon at two thirty
Wells, Miss Curry,.and Miss Pat- o'clock' in the presence of a large
crowd of sorrowful relatives and
terson of the. high school. Miss Bess Turner, membership friends. The rites were conducted
secretary of Playgoers League..of by the pastor, The Rev. _CI_ As
America, New York,' has been in Marrs. Burial was in_ the city
Murray supervising preliminary cemetery.
Many of the stores in the city
plans.
Headquarters have been
established at the Bank of Mur- 3 were closed far the hours of the
ray, where meetings are being services.
The pallbearers were Lee Curd,
held each evening during the drive.
The campaign, closes Friday night. Joe Lancaster. P. H. Thornton, V.
The various members of the local C. Stubblefield, Sr., Thus, H. Banks,
board met with Miss Turner at Sr. and Harvey Johnson..
Those attending from out of town
dinner at the Collegiate Inn Tuesday evening to discuss plans. Those were: Mr and Mrs. Stanley Marpresent included: - Mrs - Crawford. tin and daughters, Mrs. R. H. RusMrs. Lowry, Mrs. Sledd, Miss sell, Mrs. J. R., McHood, of Diver,
Maple. Mrs. Drennon, Mr. Moser, Tenn., Homer Martin, Fort Henry,
Mr. Hart Mr. Lovett, Mr. Marrs, Mr .and Mrs. Willie Moody. Mrs,
Mr. Sledd, Mr. Pennebaker, Mrs. Charley Scarborough and daughPoole, Mrs. Carr, Miss Watters, Dr. ter, and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Andrews, Paris, Tenn, Mr. and Mrs.
Hire. and Mrs. Bishop.
Walter Scarborough, Hyman, Ky.,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Curd. Paducah.

if you are reading this article via
a borrowed paper—now is the time
to subscribe for yourself.
.This is NOT a tontest ,there are
-no strings to the proposition. All
that you have to do is renew your
subscription or subscribe for The
Ledger & Times.' You are given
a ticket, a duplicate of which is
placed in a box and on Saturday
afternoon, April 6, some little boy
Cr girl Will draw a ticket-from the
box and if you are the holder of
the lucky ticket you get the living room suite absolutely free.
As you pass the E. S. Diuguid
& Son store look this fine guite
over and if you wish go in and
examine it.

Heroine of Fire is
Native County Girl

year to any address
other than above...,

Hospital if ill Be
Rebuilt--Dr. Mason

Playgoers League,Plans for Six
Dramas at Murray State College
Mrs. C. A Bishop, director of
the' Murray Playgoers League, is
in charge of a membership drive
in Murray and vicinity to secure
members for an organization that
will present six .high-class plays
in the forthcoming year at Murray
State ,College.
Dr. Charles Hire, president of
_the- _local _branch._ .has announced
that ' the first two plays to be
givers - wit) .ber' "See -Hasting's
Marionettes", a matinee performance, and ."Her Master's - Voice",
and evening performance on March
• 7.
Other officers cf -the division
are: Mrs. W. H. Mason,svice-president; Prof. G. B. Pennebaker, secretary-treasurer. :The
directors
are:. Mrs. C. A. Bishop Mrs. Cleo
Gillis Hester, the Rev. 0. A. Marrs,
George Hart, Joe T. Lovett, Mrs:
J. W. Carr, Dr. Herbert Drennon,
the Rev. Ernest 13. Motley, Mrs. F.
E. Crawford, Harry I. Sledd, Mrs.
Herbert Drennon, Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft.
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The following dispositions have
been made of the patients in the
hospital at the time of the fire:—
In the Keys-Houston clinic hospital, Mrs. Willie Overcast, Whitlock; Miss Mabel Callender, Dukedom, Tenn.; Mrs. Harold ^Lents,
Beittsw__Mr_ May. Galin P074.
and flve C .C. C. boys.
Ift the home of K. C. Frazee,
Miss Ruby -Lee Colitis, Gleason.
Tenn., and Alra.. Charles Badger,
Nashville.
(Continued on Page Six)
In the home of Buren W. Overbat Mrs, 'U. A.-Harper. and WtA. D. Williams.
In the rhome of Judge C.. A. Ilile,
Mrs. J. G. Rogers, Lynn Grove.
In the home of ,1?;•,WillH.
Mason, Misses Olsen and Norma
Spaulding, nurses injured in the
disaster.
'The following returned to their Services Held at New Concord at
2 P. M.; Prominent Resident
homes: Mr. Gaffey, Arnold baby,
of County.
Mrs. Kirk Pool and baby, W. V.
Kirkland, Mr. Bird, Mrs. Rains and
Funeral srvices for Martin Lee
Rowlett baby.
.1...ogan, 81 years of age, were held
DR. 0. B. IRVAN WALKS OUT Saturday afternoon at 2 O'clock
at New Concord with the Elder' W.
Dr, 0. B. try:an. Murray dentist W. Helfin in charge of the serwho' had been a. Patient at the vicgs. Burial was at New Conhospital for sometime, walked from cord.
the hospital to his car which had Mr. Logan died at. the clinic
just driVen up with members of Thursday following a 'week's illhis family. Dr. Irsain was on the ness of pneumonia. He was a
-first floor and was a patient for member of the Green Plains
treatment.
Dr.. Iryan suffered Church of Christ and was one of
from nervous shack later in the the most prominent citizens on
day but did riot seem, to be af- the East side of the county. He refected to any great extent by the sided near Tobacco and leaves a
host of admiring friends and neighincidents of the fire.
bors who join relatives in mourning his death. He was well known
in Murray and leaves a large
number of friends here.
Surviving is his widow and two
daughters Mrs. Pearl Alexari4r,
Flint, Mich., and Mrs. W. C. Hayes,
Murray. and three sons Lucien LoServices Held From Ledbetter gan, Paducah. Lee Logan. Newton.
Sigsbee
Logan.
Kansas, and
Church; Death Came at Home
Shelbyville. Ky. All were in atNear Faxon Saturday.
tendance for the services. He also
Funeral services for Mrs. Maggie leave two half brothers Frank
Lovett Williams. 62 years of age. Lax and L D. Lax and 18 grandwere held'Sunddy afternoon at 10 children and 3 great grandchildren,
The pallbearers were grandsons
o'clock from the Ledhetter*Church.
The
Rev. Mathis was in charge of of Mr. Logan: Golen Hayes. Casthe services. Burial was in the well Hayes. Mardrew Alexander.
Frederick Logan, Earl Logan and
church cemetery.
Mrs. Williams died at the home John Martin Logan. Honorary
near Faxon Saturday folloycling an were: M. D. Holton, W. H. Finney,
illness of several days. She was J. H. Coleman, Billy ISlarberry,
a member of the - Presbyterian Odie McDaniel, T. 0. Baucum,
church with membership at Lib- Lube Veal. C. R. Lee, John Boyd,
Bea Grogan, Jim Thompson and
erty.
Surviving are her husband J. N. Eaf Miller,

MARTIN LEE LOGAN
BURIAL SATURDAY

These pictures, taken by'i show, top, early stages of
fire, taken before dayThe Ledger & Times and light; 2, ruins of the struc.:
The Mayfield Messenger ture after the flames had

spent their force, and, 3,
interior _mile_ showing
wreckage of interior and
bare walls left: standing.

Mrs. J. W. Phillips
Offers of Assistance Pour in
Services Monday
To Hospital; Needs Are Listed

From all over the county have needed. Those who wish to gj,7e
come offers of assistance and ex- them are kindly requested to bring
pressions of desire to contribute them to either bank, where they
something to the rehabilitation and will be collected and turned over
re-establishment of the
Mason- to the hospital.
Memorial -Hospital.
Sheets, 64"x108" or 72'.1X1Cle".
Pillow Cases, 18"x36".---All the text books of the nurses
Bed Spreads, 64"x95".- s
were destroyed in the conflagraDresser Scarfs. 18"x36".
tion and.many of the nurses are
Beside Table Covers. 18")(24",
unable to replace their burned
books and texts. Those wishing
Towels i bath) any size.
to contribute small sums to this
Face Towels, 15"x28",
fund may leave their offering at
Wash Cloths, regular size.
either Murray bank.
Blankets, 'any size.
.
Quilts, any size.
Several organizations are making
Dish Towels, any size.
quilts to donate the. hospital The
Operating Room Towels, 15"x28ar
Murary Woman's Club met Sunday afternoon and voted $225 to ("Huck towels With red borders)
the hospital -for the immediate
Old sheets to use for covers for
purchase of sheets, towel!? and sterile packs,
other articles: , Mrs. William H.
meats
plyap
,e
blin
t ad
cc
sep
ota
f b
fo:i
lca
ids ei
Mason has been president of the will.
A
1111
•
and deeply
Woman's Club for the past predated. 8 years.
It .Pays to lima- the Classifieds
The following articlbs are most It_ Pays to Read the Classifieds

RITES SUNDAY FOR
MRS. J. N. WIWAMS

Funeral services for Mrs.-J. W.
Phillips, 70 years Of age, were held
Monday, afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at Goshen. The Rev. L. Z. Hurley was in charge of the services.
Mrs. Phillips died at the home of
her daughter. Mrs. W. W. Ezell,
Paducah, Sunday morning. Death
was attributed to pneumonia following an attack- of influenza. .
Williams. a daughter Mrs. Audry
Mrs. Phillips is survived by a
Ahart. and a son Alvin Williams,
daughter and -five 'grandchildren of the county. She also leaves
Elizabeth, Walter, James, John and three sisters and five brothers, all
Carroll Ezell and a stepson Zelna of the county and seven grandPhillips. Nashville... She also leaves children.
four sisters, Mrs. W. W. Haley, CORN-HOG MEETING
Mrs. H. E. Farmer, Mrs. 0. T.
TO BE SATURDAY
Venable, and Mrs. E. P. „Phillips.
all of Calloway county.
Corn-hog meeting at the Court
Mrs. Phillips was a former resi- House, Murray, Saturday. February
dent of Murray and _ Calloway 23. All interested in the procount's) and 'later moved to May- gram and have not attended a
field. She spent last summer with meeting should attend this last
her sister Mrs. 0. T. Venable and educational meetinghad been living with her daughter for several mohtbs.
Itesul the Classified Column.

Choir Will Go
TO Mayfield
The A capella choir "of Murray-.
State College will go to Mayfield
for a concert Sunday afternoon.
The concert will be given at the
First Baptist church at 3. o'clock.
L. R. Putnam of the music department, is in charge of the choir
and will be asistsed in the cello
solo by Aithur Meyers, of the
department.
The choir was recently at Paris,
Tenn., in .a concert and plans to
go to Benton at a later date.
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Mr. Wrather is the 11011 of Squire
Vernon Stubblefield Sr. is presibonfires 'Freeman MeCtaistee. Pent
Reigamage-.Fred 14 Gisela
A.•..ve member% ser---2933 are:
and 1414. J. 0.-Wrather and Is a
Tooth to Faculty Wive*- Herbert Mobraidro. Rettig MieCttisectn. Clay- dent who with lus committees will
Phone 138, Plenee
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor
Nile.s Cappie Henke Mrs. Jack
graduate of the yniveraity of
McCuishave
Freeman
born
chargeMetuisten:
Beale Jr.. Ma' C. A. aisle* Mrs Dream:
Kentucky. Since graduation he
• • • s•
too.. Hubert Witty. Robert Nial,ker.
Cau•
14'W.
CaPlindert
W. J.
has %suite. at two schools.
- SWOT MOM, Class (M Met
Walker. Pack lgohondro.
Saki-Warren N. Angell
Yendel Wrest/kw,- -the
Milken present were:
•
Orelti
Daytime chunk Are
Mrs Ckide -Downs. Mrs Price
agriculture teacher in the McKeys blcCuiston. Mary Evelyn
College Girls Quartet_
yle. Dirs. Herbert Dreruion. Mrs
The -Sunny Sisters" class of the Kinney school for the Pail Year
Witty. Dorothy May Pass, Hassey
And He Never .Tad a 1.ia,s
Ben Grogan. Mrs. P. A. Hart.
First Baptist church
was vett and e half, is now 'a county agent,
Mrs. G. T. Hicks. Mrs. Solon. Franklin Yancey. R.- A. Johanna. Era Mohoundro, Hilda Bachinen.
Lotiell Edwards: Loreda Boggess pleasantly entertained at the hone having been made assistant io the
Higgins. Mrs Chas. Hike. Kra R. C."S. Lowry.
f
Toast to Dr.. Rainey T. Wells- Larue Nell Buchanan. Linda May of Mrs. J. C. Calhoun. Tuesday county agent of Boyle. He will
H Hoed. Mrs. E. H. Houston, Mn.
Copy for this page should be submitted net later than Tuesday
Blalock. Beatrice Pace, Peggy night. by Mrs. Calhoun. biss.• Por- wort- with the Boyle agent for
W. Carr.
J.
Johnston.
R. A.
afternoon oath Week
Impromptu Response - Laurnae Buchanan. Mary Francis, Buchan- ter White. end Miss LaNelle Straw several weeks and probably win
MTS. B. B. Keys. Mrs. Willie
an. Ray Thurman, Glen leohood,
After the devotional and bust- then be sent to Pulaski and given
Linn. Mn. W. It. Menrath, Mks Wells Lovett.
Herbert. Donn.--Mr. and Mrs. 0. ft
Clyde_ Meets _111111daY.
ro. _Leon Pace. Jesse James Rush- non _Mint._ gimes and canteen claret of that county. Previous
introductions. •
D.
V.
Boone. Mr and .Mrs.19:
McKinney, Mr.
February 11
Rounds led by Prof Price Doyle. sage, J D. Pace, Joe Thomas were. enjoyed after which delight. to coming to
Toni Morris. Mrs Leland
hir.4 and Mrs. Joe Glasgow.
1W refreshments were served.
To the Liers-. To Dr. Carr', -To Thurman.
Wrather was agriculture teacher
roe Maitre Belie Tays Circle al Mr. and Mrs Dureett Padgett W- Oiren. Mrs E. P., Plullnis, Mn.
At the noon hour. Mrs. Mohondre
• the Fectally-, To Mrs. Carr-.
in the Eubank school. He is an
Those present were:
the M. I. Church met with AIM and Mrs. N. G. Coy. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Putnam.
energetic
delicious
table with
capable.
The guests -ended the evening spread a
exceedingly
CalMrs.
Miss
Ruth
Hale,
Virginia
Scherffius.
Miss
F
B.
Mrs.
LulaeClayMess
and
Hortin
•
James Shelton. Mr. and Mre_Ottis
to the basembent hali food which was enjoyed by all. Jetta B. Idautun. Miss Virginia young man and has done excellent AT RILIffrEADIO CO. EVERY
initannalLY
Gee.
Upchurch.
Mire
Smith.
•
the'latof
home
the
ton Beale.at
Valentine. Mr. and Mrs Walter
The day was PleasentlY Merit James. Miss Marie Phillips, Miss work in each of the above menWEDNESDAY
Mrs A M. Wolfson, Mrs. Currier. with the grand march. Virginia
ter on Monday evening. February Bootieall present
Reel. and Skip to My Lott: .
tioned schools While there is genDorothy
Miss
Mary
Bourland.
ii
-PHONE WIOne hundred and fifty were
Frances Beaman, Miss Loye Flora. eral regret that he has left the
There were la members present Fidelis Clam is
Aipha Departmest To Meet
are glad of
were members- College Freshmen Have
all
Included
school,
present.
McKinney
Miss
Edna
Miss
McNutt,
Ophus
and three new meenbers received.
estardity
itabertifted
Smith'
Few
Party
of the college faculty and ethanepromotion.
McNutt, Mrs. Lucile Outland, Mrs. his
One guest. Miss Anna Gibson
have better
where
the
farce,
istrative
present
and
any
men
Hughes
class
Max
Mrs.
Petway.
Porter
White.
meeting
Ficielis
•
Alpha
the
of
members
February
The
The
A :post intresting ecogram wits
The college tresninen had a
than. has fir. Wrather. He
Eget Ataptist_ eharch -were will be Eeld Saturday the twenty-. Samar bur& or regents and 0_44
-174bawasiner-weentng in -the: Mrs .L C. Callscais, and Min La records
and
husband&
wives
latiff•ba succeeded--by
very
will
Mk
Stress.
C.
Q.
34
entertained February
_third at the home of Mrs
- Leaden nfisie Bann Weak&
girls' gymnasium.
• • ••
a teacher from Tennessee.-Interior
of Ma'Max Newel
Ashanti °Lists are Mrs. Ashcroft,
"The• Wens our Fathers Dig- .h
Palms were arranged throughy
With
Journal, Stanford.
Sixteenth Arta Mrs. )gelus Linn Asbcraft. Harts are Mrs Asheraft, Ignierlaind
Mirk Department
Sexton.
ged• . M.56 Fran
out the spacious room The college
Dana Near Kirkley
Meets
Mrs • Roy and Mrs EA' Kelly assisted Mrs. ?in. end Mrs Joe Parker.
-God's Frontiers
colors too added to the featvs atPetway es hosts.
'Teaser will be the subject for -On Monday. Fettrtiary 11, the
Pander.:
mosphare.
The Music Department of the
Wallis • The house was deccrated in
iseighbes11 and friends -or. Mrs
Curriees orefienrs played Women's Club met Tuesday av•
V.
to
paper
_
crepe
heard
and
-Beak
Mum
Oki Wrath". gathered at bar boom for &hieing
._
Leming at the hdme of. KM. A. It
-Valentine lam.
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began working in Linn from an operation for appen- vale corporations;
Joe Irvan
Paris, Tenn.. Monday where he is dicitis five weeks ago.
That a gold certificate Is
working with the, Buy Wise store • Wells Purdom and Lloyd Allbrit- worth only its face value In
operatin
Louisville
last
ten were visitors
present devalued currency;
as manager. Mr. Irvan has
Tkat (Newels acted unconed a small business here by the week end.
I am installing a new pernsassent stitutionally in abrogating the
same name for the past several
weeks in the Ryan Building base- wave machine and, can now give gold payment clause of the
ment under Graham 8c Jackson. the realistic croquignole 'wave. go‘crnment's own bonds; but
Mr. arid Mrs. Hubert Bell have new off the face, straws and light
That in the case brought
Mr. Irvan will visit his family Mrs. Hughes Beauty Shop, Phone
moved to Murray after the close felts. Very special price for Satto court the bondholder had
here each week end and make his 165.
of his school last week. They have urday and Monday. Mrs. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Sledd and not shown, nos, attempted to
home there during the week for
residence on South. Ninth street. at Ryan's Store.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Robertson and show, that he had suffered
the present.
Helaert Dunn, of the National
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stubblefield
Mrs. Myers Beauty Shop is giv- Miss Rebecca visited in Evansville ai teal damage and that thereHotel Barber Shop, is confined to and fainjly will move to Hazel next
fore there was no basis for
ing a free Pgrmanent Wave Mon- last Sunday.
his home this week with an attack week."' Mr. Stubblefield has recentFonzo 'Hopkins was in Frankfort a suit for recovery.
day, Feb. 25. &At about this
of influenzai.
ly been appointed city marshall offer. Telephone
last week end visiting friends dur-314Mrs. Wells Purdom spent Friday at Hazel.
W. C. McCoy was .discharged ing the first days of the special
With Miss Martha McCaleb in
The property of Jim Cole, North from the Keys
Houston Clinic session.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Pitt, LouisThird street between Main and Monday.
Gleason, Tenn.
Mrs. E. M. Farmer, West Main, ville, aro-visiting friends in MurI am installing a new permanent Maple, is undergoing a complete
is recovering at her home after a ray for the first time in several
wave machine and can now eye repair and repainting.
years. Mr. Pitt is well known
Armstrong, Lynn recent illness.
the realistic croquignole permanent
Mrs.
Ella
The Rev, Galen C. Fain, pastor here and is now employed in Death Came Today (Thursday) of
wave. Mrs. Hughes Beauty Shop, Grove, underwent an operation at
the Keys Houston Clinic last Fri- of the Paris, Tenn., Methodist Louisville with the Bradstreet
Phone 165.
Heart Trouble: Rites At
Church, was recently elected pres- agency.
•
Martin's Chapel.
Mrs. 0. A. Puckett. -Dexter. day.
Little Miss Marion Sharborough,
Nolan Jetton is building a new ident of the Paris Pastor's Associunderwent an operation at the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
L.
ation.
Funeral servicei for George W.
home on -South Fifth street just
Sharberough, hae been quite- ill Cuoi.'h. 80 'yesiri of age; War lie
Work -befaii-fhis : John Thomas Irvarr- has been
Mrs. B. 0. Langston and Mrs_ south of
of
influenza
for
several
dlys.
of
the
named
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manager
held Friday afternoon ,at 2 o'clock
Joe Lovett attended the tea given week and the basement has been Murray High Pennant and Pat
Mrs. Beckham Diuguid was disby Mrs._ Jack Fisher had Mrs. dug. It is understood that the Covington has been named sports missed from the Keys Houston from the Martin's Chapel church.
Burial . will be in the church
David Hawes in Paducah Friday. house will be of concrete blocks. editor succeeding Tom Wear and Clinic ist Sunday.
cemetery.
Mrs. Willie Linn, Miss Evelyn
Lloyd Allbritten, Eugene .Boyd, Morris Adair, both of whom gradNewest fashions in aping milMr. Gooch, a well known and
Linn were in Paducah
Friday Paul Perdue and Robert Williams uated at mid term.
linery. Just arrived. Farmer & respected farmer, died at his home
will attend the .hasketballw tourn. -• Mrs. John MilleeUihO'-is teeth- Hart.
afternoon.
SOM. miles South of Murray this
Miss Myrtle Moorentan of Big ament at Bowling Green this week ing near. Hickinan, spent last week
Miss Lucille Adams, Memphis, morning (Thursday) at 8 o'clock
Spring, Ky., is the houseguest of end:
returned
home
Tuesday
afternoon
end visiting Mr. Miller and friends
following a heart attack,
her sister, Mrs. Asher Graham.
FOR SALE—Kobe and common here.
after spending a week as the house
Surviving are his widow Mrs.
Wri. Joe Lovett will leave today lespedesa, priced right. See C.
guest
of
Mrs.
lisester
Farmer.
Nevi sailors and dipped front
Ellen Gooch, five sons, Claude
to join her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Waldrop, Cities Service Oil hats, easy 'to wear and priced very
Hafford Parker was a business and, Luther, county, Stanley. BruceR. T. Wells for ..a two weeks stay Station, 6th and Main sta., Murray, special for Saturday and Monday. visitor in Pacliicah Wednesday.
ton, Tenn.. John, St. Louis,. and
F2lic Mrs. M. Walker, Ryan's Store.
in Miami. Fla. _
Otto Swann- is slowly improving Taylor Gooch of St. Louis and a
Prof. R. A. Johnston is _confined
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lassiter are
Miss Dolly Wilsoh and a friend, at his home from an attack of flu daughter, Mrs. Gertie Farmer, of
the parents of a son born at the with influeitn- at his' home on from between the rivers, motored and peeumonia.
the county,.. He also leaves a sisKeys Houston Clinic Monday.
West Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Spurgeon Enoch of ter, Mrs. Fannie Graham, Sedalia,
over to Joe Johtron's and was his
will
leave
Grey
Ward
Miss
Eva
Senator T. 0 Turner who is repParis, Term., came to see Otto and nine. grandchildren.
week-end guest
resenting his district in the ea- this week end for Lexington where
ErneSt Underwood, West Mur- Swann, Mrs. Enoch's brother, Sun!
stenographer
for
John
traordinary session of the legisla- she will be
ray, gave the young people of that day, who has been very III with
ture, spent the week end at home. Bondurant who is with the State neighborhood a party Saturday flu and pneumonia.
Dr. Fount Russell left this week extension department with head- night. A. was enjoyed by everyone
Edgar Boggess and family visitfor dgensacola, Fla., where he will quarters there.
ed his mother, Mrs. J. N. Boggess
present. .
Ben Blanton, Negro, was dishe medical supervisor at a C. C. C.
Mrs. Allen McCoy was able; to Sunday.
Camp .
charged from the Clinic Hospital leave ,the Clinic Hospital Monday
Those cleverly styled spring sulks
Advane spring hats.- Cute pokes. last Friday.
are just in at the Farmer & Hart
following treatment.
Mrs. Elsie Lints and little son, Shop.
Mrs. Lelya Holloway of. Murray
Jerry of South Fearrth street, left
Sunday for Nashville to join their Route 1, remains on the sick list Octagon Washing Powder,
Mrs. Chas. Hire has been ill of
husband and father, Holland Lints,
Sc
2 for
w*ho is employed' in Mays Hosiery influenza for the past several days 1-lb. box Crackers
12c
at
her
home in College Addition.
Milt.
—
Crackers . .
20c
Bruce Tucker was able to be out 2-lb. box
The brightest spring colors in
50c
the most desired patterns in spring -Tuesday after a several days ill- 10 lbs. Sugar
dresses are being shown at the ness of flu. Mr. Tucker, who is a Queen of West Flour $1.00
student io Lambuth College, Jack- Lynn Grove Flour
95c
Farmer& Hart Shop.
Harry, the four year old son of son, Tenn., will leave soon for Nice Grapefruit
5c
Clifford•Smith of near Concord, is Atlanta, Georgia to attend Emory New Sorghum, gel. „ 50c
with' his grandparents. Mr. and 1,Iniversity and become a member Coal Scuttles, 35, 45 and 50c
Mrs. Albert, Smith on South of the staff of the Atlanta Journal.
Mrs. B. J. Christinson and son 1000 Sheet Roll Tctilet
Fourth. He came to stay with his
Paper
Sc
grandparents_ while he had the of McEwen, Tenn., Mrs. Hemp
masles as his mother has never Jones.. Houston. Miss., and Mr. and 1-lb can Hersheys Cocoa 15c
Mrs..,pardner Beale of 'Memphis. 17-quart Dishpan, blue
had them.
Mrs. George Carnell of South Tenn., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
49c
Enamel
Fourth, attended the funeral of her Ethan Irvan this week.
12-quart blue Enamel
aunt, Mrs. Virgie Summers of near
49c
Water Pail
Sedalia Sunday.
6
-quart
blue
Enamel
Mrs. M. D. Holton accompanied
Teakettle
49c
her daughter, Mrs. Edward Sudwill be here:the minute the ground is dry. It means hard
8c
Rib Roast, pound
hoff, to Cincinnati Sunday mornwear for harness and every farmer should check rp. now on
ing.
Mrs.
Sudhoff
had,
been
visitWASHINGTON,
Feb.
18—UnChuck
Roast,
lb.
10c
and
Worn
rem),"
to
start.
harness repairs needed and be
ing her parents. Mr. and Mr17,'
certaiety over the status of Fed- Pork Chops, lb.
22c
patched harness are hard on the team and may delay work
D. Holton for the past month.
eral bonds lingered in many minds Pork Sausage, lb.
18c
and cause time loss.
Palmer Henslee left Tuesday tonight after the Supreme Court
20c
Pork Roast, shoulder
morning
for
liogers.
Arkansas.
had
otherwise
completely
sustainqualtheir
Murray made harness have become known for
15c
where he has 'accepted a 'position' ed the New Deal in the all4mport: Nkce Tender Steak .
ity workmanship and leather used. TWO YEAR GUARas store manager.
ant gold cases.
SEE OUR OIL COOK
ANTEE. See us now for your spring and Minus-ter harness
Call 314 for Shampoo and Finger
Dropping into another of lts
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five-to-Your
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New LIM-Art Permanent Wave to that caused. President Roosevelt.,
be given away at Mrs. Myers' and his aides gleefully to scrap
Beauty Shop.
elaborate plans for counter-action
Five members of Camp Murray —the high court ruled:
C. C. C. camp are patients of the • That tongress had power to
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Keys Houston Clinic for treat- nullify promises to pay in gold
Dohs
Sanifer.
WE
ment:
Homer Dyer. contained In the Minds of priDELIVER
Charles Rama,ge, Harold Jackson,
and Robert Hall. James Lewis of .
4
the Clinton Camp is also a patient.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Beale,
Memphis. stopped in Murray Tuesday enrolee to points in Indiana
on a business trip. Mr. Beale and
his father, Clay Beale, are engaged
in a wholesale queensware business
in Memphis.
,Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bradley
returned Tuesday to their home in
Madisonville.
Mrs. Bradley has
been recuperating at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melus

GEORGE GOOCH TO
BE BURIED FRIDAY

•

WHITE WAY
MARKET

Saturday Specials

SPRING PLOWING DAYS

Gold Act Upheld
in Main by Court

FAIN & BELL

R. E. BRAUSA & SON

She Asks
For It ...!

SPECIALS
2 lbs. MINCED HAM
25c
VEAL CHOPS, lb.
BEEFSTEAK,lb,
15C
2 lbs.-SAUSAGE ...
PORK RAM,half or whole, lb. . . 19c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
pound
1lc
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb.
8c
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb.
17c
LARD, lb.
30c
FRYERS, dressed, lb.
25c
HENS, lb.
14c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
Kansas City Steaks

Fresh Oysters

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

Shroat Bros
MEAT MARKET

B

Free Delivery

•

.

Phone 214

PAGE THREE

RADFORD FUNERAL
TO BE HELD FRIDAY

season's aale. totals 1.270,780 pounds
for $114,811.33; an average of $9.03.
Sales on the Murray floors Monday averaged $9 48; and Tuesday
the average vies $8.42 arid Wednes-

Card of Thanks
We-- wish to thank the many
friends and nelhbors of toe family during, the illness and death
of beloved wife and mother Mrs.
Fannie'Sexton. We thank you sincerely for the beautiful floral

Death Came at 6 A. M. Today at day the average sunk, to $7.80,:• Sales for Wednesday totaled
Clinic Hospital of Heart
39.215 pounds for $3,059.70. an
Trouble.
average of $7.80. Sales by floors:
Funeral services for Walter A. A. G. Outland Co., 9,341 pounds tributes.—Bert Sexton. Mary ElizRadford, 50 years of age, will be for an average of $7.88: Murray,
abeth and Charles.
held Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock 11,190 pounds for $84167, an averFloor,
18,Growers
age
of
$7.52:
Ptityear
M.
E.
Churcb.
from the
-rounds fOr $1,4$1.99, an averBurial will • be 'in the Goshen
cemetery. The Rev. Mr. Smith will age of $7,93.
Don't let them get narted. Fight them
Sales for the"tsreek by floors:
be in charge of the services.
Mr. Radford died at the - clinic Murray, 26,262 pounds for an aver- quickly. Creomulsion combines 7 helps
at 6 o'clock Thursday morning age of $8.83; Growers. 91,609 in one. Powerful but harmless. Pleasant to take. No narcotics. Your drugfollowing a heart attack. He was pounds for $8:87; A. G. Outland Co., gist is authorized to refund your money
a member of the Puryear M. E. 46,244 pounds for an average of on the spot if your cough or cold is nor
$9.02.
church.
relieved by Creoniulsion.
(adv.)
Surviving are his widow Mrs.
Ruby Radford and four daugh111111111M101111111111111111111111111111111M1111111.
ters, Mrs. Myrtle Veazy. Paris,
Term., Mrt. Louise Paschall, Miss
an
Miss
Eartiestin&_. gadturd
Walter Gene Radford, county.

Colds That Hang On

Senator Allie Young
To Be Buried Today
Senator Allie W. Young, Morehead, a leader in Democratic politics for four decades, died at 2:45
o'clock Monday afternoon at St.
Joseph's Infirmary, following an
illness of nearly two months.
He was
Democratic National
Committeeman from Kentucky and.
had represented his district in the
State Senate for twelve years. He
was 69 years old.
Funeral services will be held
today at Morehead.

,

Rearnan's Garage
the opening

Senator Young' was one of the
chief sponsors of the normal school
bill in 1922 which established Murray - and Morehead State Teachers
Colleges and remained a staunch
friend to the Murray institution as
well as to his home school until
his death.
He was a warm personal friend
to .Senator T. 0. Turner, Murray, and to Dr. Rainey T. Wells.
formerly of Murray._

FARM MACHINE
HEADQUARTERS

Weed Average
Below Season
The weed average for the week
is below the season's average as
selling this week brought lower
averages. The week's average for
164,115
pounds is $8.91. The

of

to serve this community

WW

All are designed and built to
E'RE now prepared to
s
this community the same high standard ofquality
with the complete line of Case that has made the Case name a
universal faVorite .off -Wm
Quality Farm Machines.
Everything you need— tracmachinery since 1842.
tors,plows,planters,cultivators,
You'll find us right up on our
Se-lb. can Pure Lard
$1.50
25 lbs. Fine Salt
30c hay tools, harvesting machinery toes, prepared- to give you the
10 lbs. ('ant Sugar
48c and threshers—.a full line.
kind of service that goes with
15-lb. peck nice Potatoes 20c or less
Don't miss seeing the latest this high quality line. Let's get
Maxwell House Coffee
32e
acquainted—come and see what
0. K. Delicious Coffee
19c in Power Farming Machinery—
24 lbs. Flour
80e Case has everything you need
Case offers even though you may
1 ins. Triumph Seed Potatoes 81.40
farming not be in the market just at this
Garden Seeds, bulk and packages. to bring your power
time. See us when you need
No. 2 can Peas
Sc operations right tip to date. Each
, 15c machine is equipped with the repair parts; common parts
Smoked Jaw Meat, lb.
1 gal. Cooking Apple*
15e
26-lb. box Del Manse Peaches $3.241 newest time and labor-saving , always in stock.
Drop in soon; we're always
Fine Red Winesap and Delicious
devices—many found only on
Apples, dozen
30e Case quality machines.
on the job ready to serve you.
Fine Fla. Oranges, dozen 20eNo. 2 Sliced Pineapple
.1,7e
2 lbs. San Ray Crackerslie
Grape Fruit
Sc and le
6-lb. bucket Snowdrift
see
We will have Case machinery on display; will also
have a TALKING PICTURE explaining all about this
macl,inery. See us at our new location—formerly Auto
Phones 24 and ZS r
Cervico Co., on Maple between 5th and 6th streets.

Saturday and Fourth
Monday

COME IN FOURTH MONDAY

Swami's Grocery

The New
1935 -Master Six

hevrolet
Sunburst
MILK
MOW

Jane really

MEAT

"whether or not

the center of the wellbalanced diet. Our Market is the ShopSatisfied
ping Center

that tastes good.

or

Customers.

Because we strive to give the
best of meats on every •
order

MURRAY MEAT
MARKET .

good

for

her.

doesn't

Now On Display

care

something

is

She likes something
SUNBURST has

that rich, natural, countryside flavor.

Grown-ups, too, agree it's de-

licious.

Protect your childrey; frau' winter- ilts, by giving them plenty of milk

a whole food ... that

•••••

gives them body resistance

Murray'4Milk.Products Co.
-,--Telephone 191--

PHONE 12

_

Porter Motor Co.
West Main Street

Murray, Ky.

•

• •resipeessues

-

•
'Sr

t, :116,Y1.-.1111V•lis.

,

• _ax

..,..Wereieusemeettelesti,e--".

1w

k
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„Miens

Every law of 'legal
have no respect for those who it implies.
etc.
restraint -ts 11--"bitte litw" to mese
Some of our farmers are giving compromise those st,Wtdards add
went- no -legal- -eastraiate, see
more thouelat and attention to drag them down to the standards who
every moral restraint is
dairying and are quietly buying a of -tbs, World. It is freely admit- likewise
law" to those who want no
few cows to round out their herd. ted on every side that, whether a 'blue
moral restraints. But any one who'
And we hopti.all our friends will it is to be classified as immoral
no legal restraints is an ando some bard thinking about dairy- or not, the Sunday Movies can- wants
and any one who wants no
archist,
inreligious
a
as
classified
be
not
uses
past
ing and about permanent
restraints is an irrunoral
-moral
ot
worthy
therefore
and
stitution
-growing all the feed they posscharacter, and both alike must be
ibly can this year and proper care the privilege of operating in comrestrained Mr-the conunon welinstitutions
religious
with
petition
of their cows.
legally set apart as a tare of society. Every one of the
Please consider all the different on the day
worship. It sells
Ten Commands is a "Blue Law"
angles of dairying-the value of day of religious
medicines for
milk sold-the value of milk and neither food nor
certainly
and
men,
butter used a home-the value of the bodies of
food for the soul.
FARMER:—
the manure used under your crops administers no
discrimination MR.
should
then,
Why,
soil
your
-increased fertility of
purely
favor, to run
value of the Calves sold or kept be glade in its
Get your plow shoes in
nothing in rein your herd-the advantage of for profit and give
amusement and
worldly
but
turn
shape for spring work now.
selling home-grown feeds through
mnial-tilei - spiritual
your cows and put back on Your a degraded
standard?
We can do much with your
land.
The argument against 'Blue
If we can be of any service to
shoes.
you in helping you solve your Laws" is pathetic, though in- old
various problems, we want you to creasingly popular with worldly
BRING THEM IN
call on us-because your problems elements
community
in every
our our _propleraa as ,you
-do -not-dliiali-ta..-eigigh..the-tr
prosper or else we will not-let's own argument, and would not subALL WORK GUARANTEED
all put our shoulders to the wheel mit to .'thorough analysis of what
___
Opposite Ledger & Times Office
and make this year a- good year
for dairying.
Yours-truly,
Murray Milk Prod. Co.

primary, in Kentucky will he only ular issue, hot who 14510e4147atex JrighL
temporary ilwiwaa a _statute is 1rcedon of expieseion at titalpells
Tennessee refuses to give up lis
drawn to eliminate the possibility. and believe an the principle. that
- should rule, wit/. gap- "Monkey Bill". If our esteemed
win.. It conk! /he
occuriag
this
Of
The
;size_ • EILLIridr.Alr.j.ParYbAll When neighbois to the South pant to
Consoliclatioe of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
inky- -4m---pretessilml---hy--Tunes-Herald, Oclober 20, 1923
primary, such as it is. offered. nose who do not deny books and prove it by acts
a
run-Cif
foe
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co.,
Governor Laffoon has proposed. If will be reasonably suspected of we feel that it is none of our
North Fourth Street,. Murray, Kentucky
the governors 'enemies in the merely wanting to wrangle and business.
•••••
Editor kgisiaturt are as Interested in delay in order to draw their per
Joe T Lovett
Now that we have passed a comclean electione and clean govern- diem from the taxpayers.
.al skulldug- pulsory primary bill how about a
Not all of the pplitic
mail matter ment as they erofess to, be. they
Entered at the Postotfice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class
will tall in line for the dual-pri- gery of the past has gone on in companion measure to compel the
mary-that is, a preliminary con- conventions:- Primaries have had electorate to vote.
primary is not against the run- test from which 'the two highest their fill of it. Less than convenopposed
have
Some
off peovision.
aspixents for each office will go tions. of _course, but too much. 'se
the run-off idea simply because into a . final or run-off race.
proposal is foe cleaner prinuukee
supporthis
Governor Laffoon and
That would glee the people the That is all. Merely became the
trouble
great
proposed it. The
of choice for governor and Tom Rhea are for it,
absolute freedom
Pismire of the compelsory pri- ers
with Kentucky polities today is Which sincere champions of clean who
"naf?-Owensboro
votes
mary with the run off feature in
persontaken on
Contributions to this Column Upon
governmentare Messenger
Senate Tuesday that sides are
clean
and
elections
the Kentucky
Topics of Interest Ate Always
*
•
•
instead of issues. Vteloonos. They Do Not Noosecantending. The run-off primary
afternoon by the decisive vote of alities
eerily Express the Views of
be
not
may
Laffoon
Governor
is necessary to accomplish the
22 to 10 indicates with certainty
shut Newspaper.
certainly no purpose to which President. Roosethat the state will have a compul- any better but he is
has
that
crowd
the
velt pointed as the duty of the
sory primary law of •one. kind or worse than
ATTENTION DAIRY FAJEKERS
characteristic Democratic party in Kentucky.
another and thus" patch up. in 'fought hint One
be
must
that
We uncierstand that some of our
that- of providing that "the great.
some measure at least, though we shout -the Governor
bitterest
petite are still felling some of
eat freedom and the widest
reot. expect it, to heal completely admired even by his
°
Dieu cows: to The Shipped out to
. hag appear- elieiny is liirtrittIlfttesrtinily may be accorded to all
the widest 'breach thAt,
The life of the a-Vertigo editor Illinois and Other states and that
In his address to the legislature people for participation in the
ed in The Kentticar.Democratc
if
made
his
easier
be
readwould
favhe told them frankly that he
the prices they are getting for
selection of candidates as well as
party in years.
ers would more fully realize that them, are very low, especially
a' convention this year and In the final election."
Just as 'the Governor was gra- ored
a
policeman.
neither
detecis
he
Mated his reasons why. He further. Run-off primaries are employed
the milk
when you
consider
cious enough to yield eh the 'pritold' them that they were not in in other states having compulsory tive. nor a moral censor. It you prices that have been and are
mary movement when he saw he
it
du
published, don't
want
Frankfort at his instance.
being paid at this time.
iniao: laws. The mere fact that don't
was licked so did the anti-adminisThe run-oft feautre on a pri- Governor Laff_oon favored a con- it-Joe Gaoler. in Campbellsville
Our opinion is that the dairytration forces line . up with the adSUNDA? MOVIES
bill makes a good law bet- vention- over a primary •the only News-Democrat.
man Should do some very serious
ministration to pass the run-off mary
proGovernor
the
because
and
kind of primary Kentucky has
thinking before deciding to sell Editor Ledger & Times:
bill when. for a time, it appeared ter
"News is not what happens, belt any cows or heifers at this time.
poses it. to go the whole way irt- had) should net prejudice any
I wish to express my personal
that there would be no primary
stead of stopping at a half-way fair minded person against his pro- what gets in -the papers."-Will
all.
et
j
law
You .have carried them througn appreciation of the dignified manfor
grounds
no
certainly
Rogers.
etation. is
to enact-a-primary law
the main part of, the winter as ner ,,in which you have expressed
Frankly: we capnot perceive any ens'ene to condemn it.
fteliminating a primary fault _Which
is just :around the corner. your personal views of the "Sunsound reason foir opposition to the
A public commissien is •a body spring
in
been
has
mind,
and
his
in
was,
And it is dur honest opittfori that day Movies". nothwithstanding our
run-off feature. 'The purpose of a
on the that reports sneetionths later what
thinkers
of
many
minds
the
.
you can sell enough milk through difference of cpinion -in the matprimary 7is to avoid. or at least
science of government, a vindicat- everybody knew six months befbre. six months of spring and summer ter and also of the splendid freemake more difficult. the mantgusupporting
in
ing
circumstance
to make enough profit to dom of "The Public Voice" column.
lotions of a corrupt and venal
Now that the courts
The representative from Hartlin months
the convention system.
equal the price of the cow_ now Such a course not only gives each
macture. and to express. most clear- the way for enactment of a conedeelsr- county speaking over the rade)
Laffoon
Before
Governor
of the titilsory primary law in Kentucky
and still own the cow at the end individual the opportunity to rely and forcibly the true
for. the run-off pri- from the general. assembly. Iftke of this period.
yd
• lieve his own "ctesz"-and thereThe run-off require- and now that the voters thseughelectorate
clown and confessed that Hardin
Messenger
the
of
the
editor
mary,
There is no question but what by reveal to the public the charment goes farther than a mere out the state are thoroughly arewe
upon -county was the best in the state.
senator,
Pus
state
requested
dairying is getting on a more firm..cter of his own thinking in .such
single election to gain this end. ed to the justice of and need for
the eve of the senator's departure
and stable basis and if this is true matters-but it -is at once one of
Everyone is familiar .with the. such a law, let us have no half- for Frankfort to offer a bill in the
The -holdout- ball player is a
you can make more money selling the finest means of crystalizing
oft-worked schema of bringing out,way Measure crammed through the upper - house of the general - OF "knockout" to the profession.milk than you have during the past public sentiment. and of discovera number' of trial horses, so se- genieral amembIst Instead, let us
this principle.
or three years and your cows ing the way the straws tate flying
lectece_and. plasect„as to drain the have a primarl- law that will stand semblY embodying
The principal- reason for the two
These legislators. who are not
heifers will increase in value. on such qurst:ons. a thing which
streegth Of • the stiongest candi- the test of tithe, one that will in
primary is to keep-the and
"run-off"
merely Playing Polities with a popThe cow buyers are going to the general public ought to know
date..and permit a - Weaker man to the future invalidate the 'most efother fellow from running off with
My own pcsition on the quesprofit on the cows they
win_ Thiis the voice of the ma- fective arguments in favor of a
the first election by stuffing the make a
tion. though thoroughly of codscitransportathe
you
and
from
buy
Jority is denied and true Democ- convention.
field with candidates to split the
to the northern entious„ conv.ctions. could not be
on them
The chief characteristic that
racy is- not attained.
vote, away from somebody vitio tion
dairymen will be added to the other than what it is. To be
abr
system
convention
the
makes
;be,
'can
that
The only eritteiseh
miiThetie _the. strongest,
price they have to pay so it otherwise than in depositimi to th
Offered to- the run-off prevision is horrent to the people is the facility
seems to us that if they can buy Sunday Voeles would .be 5,source
that it is expettaive. Expensive it with which a corrupt minority mat
' Utopia is the place where everythey figure oft painful disappointment to the
is. as no one will deny. How, pack county mass' meetings with
body is to biasy to mit their noses cows from Kentucky
to make money by Milking them- entire community. pot only to the
ever. its -increase in the cost of disqualified voters, and overrun_ a
•
Caleeway Circuit Court
in other people's business. •
so if they can make money why moral and spritual element of the
With hundreds of brands to choose from why
• • • • •
government will be =411 and it is qualified majority.
The Federal.Land Bank of LouisWe have sever- Community, but to those who
Offsetting this fault the conenjoy the best for the money and get the most
not
worth a little more to dc) e thing
high can't our farmers?
note:
TilgtOnan
News
ville.
al natural advantages over -them. favbr the Sunday movies as well,
right than to _ spend a little less vention advocates point out. logicr VS: Judgment.
comfort per dollar. Come in and let us exheat
echool lost a basketball- game at
ally, that in primaries in „KeettielsY; -r G. Rogers. ante-Jessie Mey Rog- __Fulton and the refereeing, was Especially longer pasture seasons, for down deep in their own hearts
and do it ineffectively.,:_
the better qualities of bet grades West Kenplain
utterly
be
I
that
would
know
they
conditions,
Unweather
•
more
an
favorable
However, it must be remembered AL has been possible-fir
-ere his wife: First National Bank
and East Tennessee coals we handle.
tucky
not
guess
is
a
This,
inconsistent
ithat if one candidate gains a ma:' scrupulous and conscienceless.pol
Of Marav Kentucky K P Philon my part-as to the attitude I
tioriLY of. the vote cast in the in- heal -fixer- to deliberately mislips. Receiver for First National
am expected to hold in' this matter
-Win
CW-better, order by telephone-and let your furitial election no run-off is necai- lead candidates into a elm
Bank of Murray,‘•Kentuclev, and
-but an actual fact Which is contion in order 'to drain
tory. That' feature will discoure for
or fireplace tell its own story. We have a
nace
Herbert Farmer, Defendants. ceded on every side. Now, why
a popular candidate and
age the hoary practice of bringing votes
grade of coal for every purpose.
and
size
a
of
and
By
OTvirtue
judgment
not
AS
The
-enswer
IS all -this?
the nomination of one
out candidates to divide the vote thus
Circuit
of
itself
Calloway
der
sale,orthe
far to'seek. Even the world
• never hope' to get a
and will, le most iestanosainakt who
has a high standard for the minLOOK OUT! For another cold wave. Better
inste.• It has ben done Court, rendered at the Not-ember
ma,
run-off entirely unnecessary.
Christianity, and
,for
the
istry
above
in
and
term
1934.
thereof.
teL
your bin filled today and don't get caught
have
.n
th.*
is
It
rather ,our °pinks
while _wishing to be let alone in
cause for the purpose of pabanent
r
f..r
We give utmost service but deliveries are
short.
the.‘exercise of their liberties, they
debts as followi: $80.00 due Febslower in an emergency.
naturally
ruary 1. 1932: $00.00 due_ August 1,
:93V $00.00 due February I: 1933:
TELEPHONE 64
$00
due August -1.1933: $190.00 dueMAKE THIS 25e TEST
ebruarr •1. 1994:.'354.21 due March
Me Juniper oil. Burhu les•se, etc., to
,It, 1934; $14.00 due July 1. 1933:
Tonch-ap Paint. Tire Patches and t'ement, Light Bulbs.
flush oat egress acids and waste matter.
Polish, Wax. Sponges, Wire Wheel Brushes. Shellac, Boots,
$400 due July 16. 1934; $1.518.43 due
Tank
Gas
Windshield Wipers", Chains, Doer Locks, Radiator and
Get rid of bladder Irritation that causes
Februafy L- 1934.. willr interest on
Caps, Jacks. Tape, -Wrens hes, all kinds Spark Pings. -Wiring.
masher up, frequent desire, scanty flow,
•_•ach item at 5 per cent from the rebumble and backache. Get Juniper oil.
MODEL T WHEEL BEARINGS. TIMERS. POINTS, BRAKE
.-pective due date until paid, and
etc.. in little given tablets
Samba
LINING AT LOW PHU ES.
(Incorporated)
.ts cost herein. eitpendece
called Bekete, th• bladder legacies. la
PARTS
go
not
if
beck
see
pleased
FORD
and
; roCeed to offer foe sale at the
days
and
fear
LETE CHEVROLET
'
'COMP
M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
year :Se. Get rosy remise is. sad
•nue house door in Murray, Ken--Inas.
a
het
-.:cky, to the highest bidder at pubDale. Stubblefield & Co.
..c auction. -oh Mond-ay. 'the 25th
-lay of February*: 1935. at 1 o'clock
e• thereabout (same being county
-oiirt day', upon a credit Of Mat
rloriths, the following described..1
roperty, being and lying in Cal'
.,way county, Kentucky, towit:
• Located three mileslrom Murray.
Kentucky ñ the 'Crossland Road.
••unsieting of 81 1-2 acres. being
pau-t of the northwest and southwest quarters of section 4, townTO EVERY HOUSEWIFE THE
hsp
range 4 east, and part eithe
NATION OVER:—
northeast quarter of section 5,
The announcement of the NEW 1935
•awnship 1. range 4 east, said tract
FRIGIDAIRE LINE
mere parheelarly
With the Many New'and Improved
lows:
Features
BECINNLIC at a Lstake in -the
and
Murray
Crossland Ttaiicl;
thence 'east 72 poles to a stake;
'hence south 15 poles to a stake:
thence east 10 poles_to a stake:
thence northeast 5 poles and 8 feet
to a -ditch cut into the old
at the northwest' _corner Of that
part of this tract recently sold to
L. Y. Wckodruff: thence southeast
with said ditch 114 poles and 4 feet
•o 011ison's south line 'where same
Cfftemect3-with-the-esstha
'cacti: thence south 5 poles and 8
feet to a point 'in the branch at
Outland's line; .thence -west 140
polei 'to a rock in the Crossland
auggl;,-- thence -north with The sec'ion line 40 poles to a black oak
middle corner to Section- 4; thence
north 32 poles 13 feet. 4 inches'to
a stake in 'the Crossland Road;
thetiee west 11 poles, 21 3-11 links
into the northeest quarter .ef section 5; thence north 45 Roles, mere
or less; thence east 11 poles 2-1 3-11
;inks to a stake in. the Cr
Road -just opposite the point :of
oeginning; title to whogh ,watherived by deed from Jtfi. S, .71
and wife, dated Jan. 7,, 1913,
corded in Deed Book 32, page 433,
and by deed front W. C. Jones dated Nov 14, 1912. and recorded in
Deed Book 32, page 431. of the of-free of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.'
''Say Sis, Dad says not to be :afraid to keep the
'Fee-'the pureeetee ilisiee the put-on when it costs only lf for the whole eve--tights
7.7
rhaser inZif execute bend,-eeth -kTei-proved securities, bearing legal infling"...
terest trern the stay, of sale until
paid. and having the force and effect of a judgment7Bidderl:Will be
prepared to comply promptly with
Murray, Kentucky
these teems ---George S. Hart,
Master Commissioner,

THE IEDGER.8t TIMES
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Law
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For Honest Primaries
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COMFORT ORDER
COAL
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MURRAY CONSUME

rCOMMISSPERS
/SALE

1

MURRAY'S
NEW AUTO PARTS STORE

PRICES ARE' RIGHT
See Us Before Sending Money Out of
Town

STOP GETTING UP NIGHTS

MURRAYCONSUMERS COAL
AND ICE COMPANY

LISSIPI.,

TIRES AND BATTERIES

FRIDAY and SATURDAY ONLY—
S1.50 Allowance for Your OLD ONES,
Any Size, Any Condition!
HOW MANY???
507 West Main-Street

Ryan'
for
Saturday

On Display at Our Store Now

and

4th Monda

BARGAI

1

It Must Be a Square Deal at

IP"

RYAN'S

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co.

1
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OUR SHIPMENT ARRIVED THIS WEEK
. . . others coming, and we sincerely invite
.you to come in at our store at your earliest
convenience.

Johnson - Fain Music Co.
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-legal
those

to somebody. The first command_ Mkt ILA "tille_taeraasto those who
want other than One God." The
Woad eommandment it a "blue
law" to the idolater. The third
commandment is a "blue law" to
the profane who would take the
The
'Name Of God in vain."
fourth commandment is a "blue
law" to the Sabbath desecrater.
The fifth commandment is a "blue
Law" to him who lyould not "honor his father and mother." The
sixth commandment is a "blue
law" to the murderer. The seventh commandment is a "blue
law" to. tate adulterer. The eighth
commandments is a "blue law" to
the thief. The ninth commandment is a "blue law" to the liar.
. The "tenth commandment is a "blue
law" to the covetous or lustful.
But to whom else are these laws
"Blue?" But Shall the Ten Commandments be disregarded because
they are "Blue" to these lawless
clufracteissa a The alight in.which
tTe view any law Whfch. is iteiel:
sary for the protection of human
society, whether human or Divine,
is a clear-cut revelation of our own
character, for that alone colors
the lenses through which we view
It. No ;this is not an accitsation
to those who thoughtlessly resort
to such a foolish argument. It is
only a kindly reminder, that we
may learn better than to place
ourselves in a false and un-effeiable light when hard pressed for
an argument. "Happy is he that
condemneth not himself in that
14:32).
which he alloweth."
The one question to be determined in all this matter is, WHAT
IS BEST FOR THIS COMMUNITY . AS A WHOLE, MORALLY
AND SPIRITUALLY, AS WELL
AS OTHERWISE, e.
J. E. Skinner

nt is
at no
who p, ands in,,
moral
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A the,
Law"

'1857, the son of William Stubblefield, a hative of North Carolina,
and Mrs. Perrie Weak, Stubbtew
field, a native of Tennessee, both
deceased. He • was a prominent
plantation owner of Kentucky before moving to Victoria County
and also owned extensive farthing
interests in this county. For the
past twenty-five years he had
made his home here with his
brother, Chas. E. Stubblefield, one
of this city's best known residents.
He never married. He was a man
of .unquestioned integrity and very
highly esteemed.
Surviving in addition to the
brother are two nieces, _Misses
Alrne and Beth Stubblefield, and
one nephew, Charles Page Stubblefield, alt of---Vieterie, and -one
of
Mrs. R. M. Harnlin
sister,
Ventura, Calif.--Victoria (Texas)
Daily Advocate, Monday, Feb. 11.
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Finders Wanted
For $49 Friday
Two people are makng close
investigations for the finders
of $410 lost on the streets of
Murray here last Friday morning.
Crawford Jobe, Puryaeir Route
I. lost $40 Friday morning near
the Bank of Murray or in the
Bank of Murray.
Jobe had
cashed his tobacco check and in
placing the motley': he missed
his pocket and placed it in the
side opening of his ovei-alls.
The money was in $20 bills and
two of them was never recared.
R. H. "Tony" Thurman lost $9
about the same time Friday on
the square. Thurman had a
new $5 bill and four ones. The
larger bill was new and crisp
and Folded for the first time...
.,.The owners have advertised
for the return of the money and
have offered a reward to the
finders.

Mrs.' Minnie Webb
Burial February 10

was a widow of the late Noel B
Webb.

s
ltp

and receive reward.

FO_R SALE-1930 Model A Ford

REWARD—to finder of,$a in cash
Mrs. Mary Washam Wheeler hilt Friday morning. Lost on court
resigned from her teaching posi- square. A new $5 bill and four
tion at Murray High school. Mrs. ones. R. H. Thurman.
ltc
Wheeler has been , inatructor
commercial work for several years. FOIL SALE—Singer Sewing MaMrs. Wheeler is a graduate of chine, dresser, bedstead and other
took household goods in best of conSchool and
Murray High
commercial, work at Bowling Green dition. J. F. Snow, lee miles
Business University. She has gone west of New Providence at Curltp
to Cairo, 111., where she has join- tis Overby place.
ed her husband J. A. Wheeler.
NOTICE TO BREEDERS—I have
PICK uP High school. __
first class jacks that will be
kept at Sedalia this season. Breeders ifivited to !avert. Two of
F28c
them for sale. J. D. Scott,

HONOR ROLL

FOR SALE—locust fence posts, I5c
each. See me about Barred Rock
Correspondents and local adver- eggs on pullet plan. Mrs. J. H.
1tp
Users who get copy in Monday.
Boggess, Route 4.
Boone Cleaners
WANTED — Man with car.
Milk Plant
Route experience preferred but
Peoples Savings Bank
not necessary. Rawleigh, Dept. KY
Joseph Ryan
F28p
B-181-M, Freeport, Ill.
Bank of Murray
Rev. J. C. Barr
REWARD—for the return of $40
Rev. E. B. Motley
hot Friday mornitlg on square
Capitol Theatre
near Bank of Murray. In 2 $20
Kirksey Kinklets
Crawford Jobe, Puryear,
bills.

Funeral services for Mrs. Minnie
Webb, 54 years of age, were held
Sunday morning, February 10, at
10 o'clock from the Alitak Grove
Baptist church. The Rev. R. F.
Gregory was in charge of the serwas in the
vices and burial
church cemetery.
ltp
Tenn., Route 4.
Funeral services were held at 3
Mrs. Webb died at the home,S
STRAYED or stolen a pointer
o'clock Saturday. afternoon at the near South Pleasant Grove church
bitch and 3 puppies, 2 females.
home of his brother, Chas.., E. Saturday, February 9, following a
Bitch is black and white and tickStubblefield at 1407 East., North, stroke of paralysis on Tuesday
Male, liver and white. Left
ed
Street in this city for E. W. Stub- previous. Mrs. Webb had been in
Tuesday. Notify Manlift _Miller
blefield, 77, a well known retired ill &shit for the past three years
ltc
'and receive reward.
farmer of this county, who died at and had suffered previons strokes.
4:20 o'clock Friday afternoon. Rev.
She was a member of the Oak FOR SALE—high class, re-cleaned
BABY CHICKS—every Monday.
Edward Calhoun, pastor of the Grove Missionary Baptist church Kobe and Korean seed. Leland
Bring your eggs 'for custom
ltc
First Methodist Church. conducted and had been a devout member Owen at Owen-Houston.
hatching. See us for your poulthe services and burial was in the of the church since childhood.
We boy
try and dairy feeds.
Memorial Park Cemetery. The pall- Surviving are a son Adolphus WANTED—white house - keeper,
must be tidy cream. College Crest Hatchery.
bearers were R. L. Vaughan. A. W. .Weloh, a granddaughter, Miss An- middle aged woman,
ltc
good cook. Apply this of- East Maple St.
Pickering, H. W. Dee, .L-T. Line- nette Webb, three sisters, Mrs. and
tic
baugh, William Oster and EdW: C. Linnie Paschall, Mrs. Ellen Pas- fice.
chall, and Mrs. Nancy Miletead WANTED---1 want a position to
Normal. C. Jones. an Owen Thomas.
checks
county 4-H Club member, sold 1,1308
Mr. Stubblefield was born in and four basithers, Charley Orr, cook. Can
qiIiciently if
cook
pounda of tobacco for $234.
New Concord, Ky., on May 2, Jim Orr.•Tom Orr. Lon Orr. She right materials
furnished.
are
and
See Lou Ella Elkins.
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E. W. Stubblefield
Dies in Victoria, Tex.
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-;T'S .HERE!
Just unpacked—on the counters—and marked at Sensational Prices!

st
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For.dor, good condition new tires_
Must sell. Earl Burkeen, MurI tp
_
ray .Relate 3.

Changes Male
- In School'Faculty

17:7)1w7w.L L.1.31±
embraces all around and excited
happy exchuiuitions of greeting.
Then, no longer able to wait, David
told them of Dora_ Aunt Bet,iy
congratulated htm stonily, while
Agnes hid her heartbreak behind a

the waters edge and was 'carried
beyond the line of breakers.
The next few moments contained
a lifetime of bezz-c,r for David. 'flie
(conclusion)
pounding wreck sank and Ham was
SYNOPSIS: After is period of
hauled in dead. whsi• Steerforth.
hitter unhappiness as a child,
the last survivor of the ship, was
David Copperfiekl, an orphan,
left.
Aunt
Betsy had
Then when
lying lifeless on the sands.
had been rescued and adopted
Dora told him of Urtah'e new partIt was some time before David
by kis aunt Betsy Trotwood.
nership with her father David was
could forget that dreadful night but
Living at the Wickfietd home
aghast.
soon he was caught up in troubles
during schooldays he and Agnes
"Father says its hie own choice." of his
own.
Wickfield beoaane fast friends
she said, "but I know that it was
Then, grownup, he had depart- . forced upon tuns He never conThe fragile' Dora's health 'a4-.
ed for London for
oars., as
fides in me anymore He's changed. been steadily failing for some time
on author Not without misgivI can t explain Uriati s power over and soon the little cottage was
ings however, for he was /earempty and bleak for she was in
him either "
ful that Uriah deep. trickDavid decided to speak to Micaw- her narrow grave.
field's clerk, Wa4 a scheming
ber. now Uruitei assistant. But
David went abroad to 'ease the
scomuirel. Bat in London, seetheir talk was • complete failure. pain in his heart, and fOur seasons
ing the city with his friend
for Micawber on realizing that he had come and gone when Agnes
Steerforth, he met Dora Spewwas being asked for confidential read his letter telling her he was
low. There was a whirlwind
, returning at once Worry over the
information, flatly refused to, so
courtship. One day. David, on
anything further
Wickfields, and love of home were
the beach with Steerforth near
Urtith had moved into the house drawing him back.
Dora's house, raised his eyes to -and that night after dinner, he
When on his arrival, he made
a strange and unexpected sight
cleared his throat as if about his way to Micawber with Aunt
to make a speech. "Come, fellow Betsy. he realized there had indeed,
Again David looked. Then his partner.'' be began pouring some been grounds for his fears.
eyes misted over, for at sight of the more wine, "I'll give you one to the
'the nett morning Uriah opened
Peggotty's little boat home, memo- tUvinest of her sex — Agnes Wick- the door of his office to Aunt
Betsy,
ries of his childhood visit here (kid."
Wlckfteld leaped to his feet with David, Mr Dick azid Micawber. He
flooded over him
swept them all with a surprised
Briefly he told Steerforth of them a terrible cry "Look at him." he and suspicious glance as Wickfield
and they made their way rapidly shouted. "He dares. I see him now and Agnes now entered and joined
for what he is—a-over the sands
Uriah scowled menacingly. "Bet- the other,.
It was Ham himself who opened
Then, with 'a flourish 'Micawber
the door to them There were the ter stop Ms mouth Copperlield. or
others, all shaking hands and talk- he'll say something he'll be sorry drew a legal document from his
and started reading it,
afterwards."
pocket
for
ing excitedly Uncle Dan was espeWicklield stared, then alowly sub- brandishing a large ruler for
cially pleased. This visit made his
emphasis.
day complete, for mat a few hours sided like a pricked balloon.

Chapter Three
VILLIANY UNMASKED

COLDS

FEVER

Agar:: repli.p
toas barely a
vhisper "roe
'Toyed you all ,
my life,Dautil."'

LOANS for general farm purposes Liquid, yablets
first day
are made at cost by the Jackson
HEADACHES
Salve, Nose
Purchase ,Productien Credit AsIn 30 minutes
Deeps
sociation, a non-profit cooperative
The interest rate ENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
organization.
—STOP AT—
is 5Ca a year. Local Representative M. D. Holton, 1st. Nat'l.
F28c
Bank Bldg., Murray.
HAY FOR SALE—Jap. Red Top
and Soy Bean. Nevin Wall, Hazel
F28c
Route 3.

LI:

ADAPTED BY BEATRICE FABER
isiE ME TRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Pertuee

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois •

WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Shortest and Best Routes to
a'OR SALE—Kobe, Korean LesChicago and St. Louis
and
tested.
pedeza seed recleaned
FREE INFORMATION
in
some
dodder free. Will have
to all points north and west
Murray adonlly. Also have first
REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER
and Jap
class redtop timothy
SINCLAIR GAS AND OILS
hay. R. M. Milar, Murray, Ky.,
We Especially Invite Our
1tp
Phone 280-J.
Kentucky Friends
FOR SALE-1931 Chevrolet C6upe
27000 mileage: 1' draft horses, coal
and feed wagons and harness
Mrs., H. G. Hill
Bradley .Brothers, 922 Madison
Highland Put Ave.
• M7e
Stay Paducah, Ky.
tiovroga, Tema, said:
health was not good haon
the birth of my 5rst child
FOR SALE—for cash, 1934 Fprd
adsetite was -poor ant
coupe, excellent condition, driven
I liadhetilibirbko.....
.torti:
ache. I imoroy
10,000 miles. Good tires, heater.
after I started 'taking TSr
Apply Ledger & Times office. lip
Pierce's Fav.rite Prescrip
had fin
- non and ,.'hes
female jibed the tisird bottle I was enjoying rta
speckled
LOST—b 1 u e
Sold lty
hqund dog. Finder notify Boyce good lo=aseili"
tablas 50 cts., liquid $1.00
New
higclard, -Deader. Ky., Route 1. Largwolies tabs. or liquid. $asS. a:

er
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PROSPECTIVE MOTHERS

GOLD MEDAL

Get your share of the Record-Breaking Values!
III•1•••••

Commencing Tomorrow
—The mercantile event that breaks away from moth-eaten traditions is on its way. We cleaned out the tail-ends of our winter
stock long ago and bring you now-a brand new.deal in Bargains.
Cash in on this
Plan to come early . Quantities are limited
mighty
•

Mill - End
SALE!
CUL)

••
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Uncle Sam's carriers are delivering a four-page broadside announcing this sale.
You'll find it packed with bargain scoops, bought for cash ahorit below rockbottom prices—the kincrof goods you need and use 365 days in the year. - You
save dollars now where formerly quarters were the rule.

•

WE'LL SHOW YOU!

SEEING IS BELIEVING

FIELD SEEDS
KOREAN, KOBE, AND COMMON
JAP SEED

COVINGTQN BROS. & CO.
— The New_
1935

Radio
111111111111111Mada The PHILCO Battery
plugs in like an Elertric Rs. dio. No lines to become tangled or worry about. It is se
simple that a child can connect it up ready to play.

The Philco
IS A RADIO FOR

Every Taste
AND

Every Purpose

•

ImN*i

CASH DEPARTMENT STORES,

"KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES" •
KENTUCKYMURRAY

Battery
Radio

THE LEADER IN VALUE, PERFORMANCE, ENGINEERING
SKILL. LOW COST OF OPERVIION AND IS BACKED BY
THE WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO MANUFACTURERS.

Mill End Values Won't Linger Long—Join the Crowds.
.

pHILc

The New PHILCO makes it
possible for you to enjoy the
best of entertainment for only
a few cents per week.
Re sure to see the PHILCO
before you buy any Radio.

Philco Tubes Improve the Performance
of Any Radio

Riley Radio Co.
East Side Square

et,

Micawber exploded, "I'alliany 44
the matter' Baseness is the matter, Deceit, fraud,
are
conspiracy
the natter P.'

He stated his charges against
And David left the house acne
before Ham and Emly had become
trul eaccisoly. Sleep
sorrow in his Heep
engaged, to the delight and amaze- the wiser but wtth
a fsegsr end ceest sad had
father.
was
heart for Agnes and her
ment of everyone.
his
'CS
enmeshed
IS
blmis•If
Soon his • wedding day rolled
Then Peggetty,eperieda the aoor
has'. eittel Mr.
Dora made restchlnetiona.
and
he
and
around
once.
at
crying
Laughing and
ta eign emeamerita.cf imHighgate. in a Ni
scarcely knowing what she was do- their residence at
thereby empowering himcottage. In spite of port:
ing, she embraced David fervently charming little
to
self
crier out trust rtioCcs. He
Dora's child-like helplessness about
Mrs. Gummidge now slipped out everything, they were blissfully had givira th33 f••••:•••%
--Fding the APand returned-with a tray bearing happy until the evening Aunt Betsy Pearaz:;e es he.'um originated in
ulamou•sty
and had
Mr.
Wi.:4Eflaid's
some mugs of ale.
and Mr. Dick came to dinner.
tied Ns tc-a-ir Ova. elm ever since
Later, in the glare of the firelight.,
wrong.
went
everything
Then
to cantrzl and turturo hint
Steerforth enchanted them, as hour
burnt on one side,
after hour. ho sang them romantic The roast was
LIZ tAh .1.1017 awned ter laic safe
unopened and the
were
oysters
the
Every
songs,
Italian
Spanish and
and fter.tically Duna erten its doors.
drunken stupor.
now and then his eyes would meet cook was in a
"Where nee use *oaks? Some thief
Firstly, David, exasperated and has steeen the Leeks,' he screamed.
those of Malys and he seemed to
humiliated, spoke sharply to Dora
be singing only to her '
• lint in a rse=ert nines he realA few days later David was at
The tears welled in her eyes and tied. hew coe-eltsc was his defeat
the open wtpdow of the Peggotty she flew out the door.
?Meantea lied os-cned the safe
house. He lowered his telescope
Aunt Betsy patted his shoulder. earlier that imsearaug and turned the
disappointedly.
"You must have patience David," books eve* to Deal,/ Thera threat"Oh Mr Steerforth's safe enough," she chided him gently. "Remember, ened with prison, Uriah turned over
Dan assured him. "Ian sure on't. she's delicate and her he .1th needs all the etpere.of partnerstip, the
A real sailor he's become, Mas'r guarding."
bonds and keys. S:ir."sing off like a
Davy, and what a fine friendly
David nodded sorrowfully. "Oh, whipped dog, be acpaated from that
young gehtleman he is.
house forever, a rarty figure as he
anxoften
pet—I'm
yes, my poor
He had no more than finished
shambled through the door.
about her"
whep Ham called David to the doer. ious
Same weeks later,a much happier
Soon after that, Peggotty entered
"What's amiss?" Dan stood siland everything gasaip row, they worn all Resembled
household
the
houetted in the doorway'
the Micaerbers
They entered the house again, seemed to straighten itself out at tint tier to ace
for which trip
and in the midst of a deathly magically But one day she burst off to Australia
Micawber.a sum
_on Was, highly Vitated. Emay David had Is
nen .4ring aganized1.34
mlonee
0 money.
•
David read Eriely's letter to Ham had been found.
to
hurrying
David lost no time in
Micawber now stepped foes'. Ito
dloud. "You that 1 have wronged,
of
Peggetty.
the
beat with a bold
the awe
love someone else — that will be Dan
"lancrea'h of dis"Twas in Naples by the 'sea. buccaneering
true to you and worthy of you.
Tell Uncle that I never loved him There he wearied of her and left appointment," he orate& "Enough
hen" Dan's face ,was hard with of limited means:" lie pointed to
half no dear as now"
"There's a man suspected. Who wrath. He paused a second. "One the open sea., "I go to conquer a
thing Bias's- Davy -Is heavy on my neer country. In short, I am prois it" Dan demanded harshly
"Mas'r Davy" Ham said, "It ain't mind 'Tis Ham. He was cut deep foundly confident that in the mot
no fault of your'p and rm far from and lost care for his life. Sir, would far distant future, something very
laying of it to you but the man is you go to Yarmouth as soon as may splendid will turn up. Farewell my
be and bear word to him to cheer frienas! Teo—heave ho!"
Steerforth."
And walking along the Dover
Dan sank to a chair, his head in him up?"
David nodded, quickly realizing cliffs that afternoon. David ',rid
--hie hands and sobbed, while David
watched him with a feeling of com- the denger.
Agnes could be seen dole together.
san his way to Yarmouth that They stopped a moment beneath
plete desolation and futility
Autumn passed into winter and night there was a strong wind and the trunset.
Aunt Betsy and Agnes were look- threatening storm clouds. At the
"I must speak plainly Agnes."
ing at David's first published story. beach a schooner in distress could David said earnestly, "I must tell
while they waited for the coach be seen out In the stermoossed sea You. I went away loving you. I r_
that was bringing him there on a as it wag driven toward the half- stayed away loving you. I returned
submerged rocks.
visit.
borne loving you"
Only the one survivor retnalned
"I think I know why he's coraAgnes' reply was barely a whim.'
ing. Agnes. Oh. I've dreamed that In sight, clinging to the wreckage
per. "I've loved you all my
for his life.
you and he—"
"Whoever he is, I'll try," Ham David."
The doorbell r rang and David
THE END
rushed in. There were affectionate cried desperately. He rushed in at
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PAGE SIX
was
second-story - porch-, - and
slightly Mitt; Met- -W. F. Skinner,
matron of The hospital, - who was
trailped on a third-story ledge. was
rescued by firemen on a ladder, in
answer to her calls for help.
The City of Murray .proved gen(Continued from Page One)
erous in. aiding_ The cause and
second story roof by Johnny Up- humes•evere opened to both paton and recovered a short time tients and nurses. The Womans
Club aided with an emergency
later.
Three nurses had narrow escapes cheellt of $225 and the _first of the
in jumping from the building. Miss week They began plans for the
Anna Olson • and Miss Lorene making of pillows, slips, towels,
Young both jumped from ,the...sec- linens, hot water bottle coverings
ond floor. receiving minor_ injuries. and numerous other items. The
Miss Norma-Spaulding leaped from board of directors of. the Murray
ce_ met Monre
ll
e
thmt
oim
vi
o: C
tohaemberrat
the third story to the roof, of a e
to be ready
day and pledged
corporation
in securing funds for rebuilding.
The Young Business Men's Club
drew up resolutions promising
their full hearted support in whatever move was taken.
Dr_ 5Uason ,has not announced
-ifird to 1wdefinitto-Plini— in—fe
building. Temporary headquarters
are being prepared for the hospital" in the. Morris building on the
West Side of the square. Carpenters began work on the building
Monday and occupancy is expected in a few days.
The William Mason Memorial
Hospital was founded in 1920. prior
to which time Dr William H.
Mason had ,maintained some haspital facilities since 1910 in adwelling which Vas made a part
of the new building. The founder
comes frOm a family of physicians.
his father and grandfather both
preceding him in, the profession.
' He .is a graduate of Vanderbilt
.University. as is his - brother. Dr.
. _
t.-•

MASON 110SPIT4L
Wan REBUILT

WANTED

r.--

RABBIT
HOUNDS

Ages from18 months
- to three years
MUST NOT Be
Gun Shy

BUDDY RYAN

DAVIS DRESS SHOPPE
wishes to announce the arrival.of

Rob Mason. who was sissociated
with him at the hospital for several
years
Dr. Maaoo,Jocated_in Mur_ray in
1900, and has since been active in
county and disteict medical associa•
tions. as well as the •-•
zation. Re is a forme:
chairman`for Calloway county.
Mrs. Mason is also a physician
She is the daughter of Dr. D. H
and Dr. Loretta Kress, of Wasi,
ington, D. C. and has been a men.
ber of the hospital staff. She I graduate of the medical coller....
the University of Michigan, ariu
the Royal College of Music and
college of arts and sciences at Sydney, Australia. Mrs. Mason is .(
former member of the Mt:!.
State College board or re,..
•
She was a delegate to the
Republican Convention in
Washington. and in 1926 v.as
Republican nominee in this district
for national Representative against
W. -Arorfs- -Gregoey• -of- Mayfield
the present Congressman. Both
and Dr. William Mason are
goons.

.4111111111•111

'Heroism of Trained
Cheats Death
-.
'of. Fire Victim

The trained nurse, like so many
others Yaw dedicate their lives to
service, is too often taken for
granted, her duties in the sick
room being considered something
she gets paid for, and too often
forgotten after the patient recovers
and goes back into 'the affairs of
life.
It is only a real emergeqcy when
the trained nurse reveals herself as
a- person who has given her life
over to the welfare of others, and
is ready to lay it down for those
she is charged with serving.
occurred
Such an emergency
yesterday morning at the Mason
hospital at Murray when fire
broke out and it became the duty
of the staff of nurses to remove
their patients to safety.
The head nurse, organized her
staff for the' unusual and arduous
duty confronting them in remark-.'vrbly short order, gave her commands like an army officer and
Johnny Optran cheated death of each and every member of her
a victim during the fire at the organization—student nurses the
hospital and in so doing pitched same as the veterans in the ser-his faith in with the victim and vice—responded to orders in such
both narrowly escaped the flames rapid and efficient manner that
(Continued from Page One)
after being overcome by the vol- every patient was saved.
The flames spread throughout
urninous smoke in . the hospital
pital is a portion of the course of
fa eHospitahlwy. student
iffer the building so rapidly that hosli tons. refUul.nsedon is :
each student in each class receiving nurse in the Training School of pital rooms were blazing In some
cases before the patients could be
training at the Mason Memorial the Wm.:aMson -Meritortal
removed.
HoaPtlal,
to
Miss Rose will graduate with granted that every patient was out
This did nbt interfere with the
She is
this year's class in May
of the hospital and worked his efforts to save them, however, the
23 years old.
way frcim room to room crying hospital staff taking ,heir own
It is explained that the system of out 41s anybody here' and aided lives in their hands to_minister to
nurse Draining is semi-military and in effecting the removal of several those unable to escape, three or
having to finally
that the nurse in charge in anY patients. Milking his last effort four of them
situation is thelinai authority on to check rooms even though smoke leap from the third floor to be
are
every occasion. Subordinates
was piling up in unbelievable caught in blankets by their fellow
bound to obey the orders of the thickness and it was then neces- markers- below.
The loss of this fine hospital, a
senior without question,
sary to crawl over a hot floor to
Five,nurses were on (tiny when
ay below the heaviest smoke 75-bed institution, is a blow to
the general alarm was given. Miss
reached room 217 and his West Kentucky but it will be reTht hospital staff could
Rose took charge of the situation call secured a reply of a faint, built.
without hesitancy and directed the far-off nature. I. Finding his pa
work with rare coolness, presencg tient. Porter Foley. .down on the
of mind, and efficiency. Her orders floor. Upton dragged him out Into
e•••.•••••Weameame
,were —promptly and contiateoqy th
-e—alniay WM" tM-re whi
obeyed by .the nurses on duty as _come_ himpelf. Upton
remained
well as the sleeping nurses on the there some seconds before reviving
third floor as 500cf: as they re- and ..then he placed his nose into
ported for duty.
the, corner at the base of the
Miss Rose eifas on the second floor for air with less smoke: He
alarin.
the
of
time
floor at thi'
then. made a lunge for a second
After giti4ng starting orders to her story porch with Foley where he
nursery
assittainte she ran to the
was let down by hand and caught
*pd rescued the infant son of Mr. -by men below.
And Mrs. Kirk Pool, the first perFoley, a World War veteran, had :
son to be taken from the doomed
hospital on
building. Miss Rose said it or- been admitted., to the
minor operation
to her immediately that the Saturday for a
cured _ .
scheduled for the operanursery would-likely be overlook-- and was
morning at 8
Sunday
ed in the excitemeut of the con- tion on
o'clock, Foley comes from Star
flagration.
Line Works in Lyon County and
was capable enough to get out had
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH he not been trapped by the smoke.
He -Stated 'that he was asoused bya
Sunday; School at‘9:45 A. M. in a nurse "and when he opened his
door _his, room became filled with
the Court House.
Dr. J. C. Barr's next preaching gmoke. He tried to get on his
appointment will be on Sunday, clothes but gave it up and started
for- the steps. He was unfamiliar
March 3. at 11 o'clock.
An-- ettreetiree,-musieel service is with the building and suited that
being, prepared for that occasion he never thought of trying the
by Prof L. R. Putnam and his window for a jump or for swinging down.
quartet.
•
Young Peoples Day -at the col- • .Foley came to soon after he was
lege chapel last Sunday at 3:30 P. brought into the crisp morning air
M. was an artistic and spiritual, and was taken to a car and
triumph-with a flee crowd in at- brought to the National Hotel.
te,ndarre.
Strangely enough he was placed
Last Tuesday evening. the Pres- in room 217 at the hotel. Foley
the
byarian Church. along -with all
was ,impatient for his operation
churches of Murray. gave a recep- Monday afternoon and expressed
tion to its own constituency among a desire to get the operation over
the stodents, at the college.
,and get back 'home after suCh- a
Pr. J. C. Barr, Minister
ero—se- -eau.

Main Heroine
Is' County -Girl

1

CLASSY JEAN DRESSES
The name stands for.quality. for
beauty, and smartest fashion

We also have a large selection of
SPRING WASH DRESSES You'll be sure to want

BERKSHIRE,RINGLESS
J7.16SE -

69f/' $1.m.
-*SPRING MILLINERY
•

in all the newest materials and color.In fact,..we -have our kore filled with
shipments of new rnerChandise...,

r

DAVIS DRESS SHOPPE
EAST SIDE OF SQUARE
MRS, SAM ROBINSON,

Mager

Funeral services for Robert Lee
Dye. 34 years of age, were held
Monday morning at 11 o'clock at
Blackford from the Baptist church
there. Burial was at Blackford.
The _ remains were carried overland Monday by the J. H. Churchill funeral car.
MC Dye died Sunday morning
following an illness of pneumonia
at the residence on North Sixth
street. He Is survived by his
father N. L Dye and two sisters,
Mrs. Edith Brantley, Marion, Loma
Dye, Murray, and three brothers,
Roscoe Dye, Providence, Clayton
Dye and Orble Dye._

•
Overbey Infant
Buried Saturday

The value of Korean lespedeza
in Lee county pastures last year
The Hickman County Gazette ha.; tva,s estimated at $6.750
purchased the Arlington Courier
(-it was announced last week. Harry
Lee Waterfield. former ,Murrayan,
who-la noW..editor of the Hickman
One dose of ADLRR1KA quick.
Courier, will also edit the Arl- •
ly relieves gas bloating, cleans
NickerRupert
ington Courier
out BOTH upper and 1.011111t
bowels, allows you to eat and
son. of Arlington. will be local
sleep
goad. Quick, thorough as.
ticiWti-for-the • Courier.
tsto yet gentle and'en
safe.
'

Stomach Gas

Notice!

BREEDING
STOCK

from cramping."
Sewell, Sr., of Waco, Texas. "I
would chill and have to go to bed
for about three days at a time. I
would have a dull, tired, sleepy
feeling. A friend told me to try
-leardut,thinking it would help me
—and It did. I am very much phproved and do not spend the time
In bed. I certainly can remit-mend
Cardut to other sufferers.7'
Thousand" of woman testify Cared
beneffted them. If It does not benefit
YOU, sonsult • ptiSsidIAL.

FOR SALE!

TRAVEL BY BUS!

The famous saddle Stallion, Fulton Rex, No.
9561 A. S. H. B. A. His reputation is already
established in his locality.. A great sire.

Convenient Schedule
TIUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO—
Paducah: ft A. M., 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:43 A. ilt; Z P.
730 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; t P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. M.; 5P.6L
Paris: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. 1K.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

Also two splendid jacks
Apply to
W. H. BROWN, Half Mile West Wadesboro
Dan W. Stamper, Owner, Mayfield, Ky.

Connections to St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.

/

J:Frreja
7

For Highest Market Prices
Bring Your

torol
-Arms
„ssun
of-k

CHICKENS AND EGGS

Ti

Highest Market _Price for
- WOOL
—to--

atm
year
ant

S. G. BOGGESS

(.4m

west of
It Pays to Head the Claaidfleds WEST HIGHWAY—Just
Funeral services for Virgil Bob
Murray, at West End Filling Station
Overbey. 3 months old infant of
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Overbey, were
HERE'S THk AID TO
HERE'S THE AID TO
held from the home Saturday
The Rev.
morning at 11 o'clock
COLDS
J. K Skinner was in charge of the
.VICKS VAPORUD
VA-TRO-NOL
services and burial was in the
•Just RUB ON THROAT AND CHEST•
'
Murray cemetery. Death :came to .A FEW DROPS UP EACH NOSTRIL,
the only child Friday morning
following an illness of pneumonia
at the home on East Maple street.

FEWER cotos...VICKS

County Schools
Out For Year

1046.0.
PLAN

Follow VICKS
The one and two room schools of

SHORTER

AIM.
CONTROL OF COLDS

for better
full detsoils in such Vicki

package

•
••=.1.10.1.001M•••••••••NIMI....•••••••••••••..41M.

V•144m..rompo

--- 14 ANSWERS

oan

to Your Questions About
Modernization Credits
1. WHO MAY APPLY?
Any property owner with a regular
income from salary, business, commissions, or other assured source.
2. TO WHOM DO I APPLY?
To this financial institution approved
by the Federal Housing Administration; or to a contractor, building supply dealer, equipment manufacturer or
.
retailer.
3. MOW MUCK MAY I APPLY F0111'
depending
on
'92,669,
to
Fyorn $106
your income, for improvements on any
one property.
t HOW LONG MAY NOTES RUN?
For- any number of months from one
to five years: Hoseever, the term of
notes depends entirely on the discretion of the financial institution which
•• way at its option require loans to be
a= over such lesser periods as jus•by the amount yeti can reasonably afford to pay each month.
5. WHAT SECURITY 18 REQUIRED!
That you have an adequete regular
income and a good credit record in
your community. Other security may
be accepted if deemed necessary by
the finahcial institution to facilitate
extension of credit; or if required by
the law governing certain institutions.'
NEEX) I
,
6. WHAT ASSURANCE

for Making All
Kinds of
Permanent
Improvements
to Property

I PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Deposits up to $5,000 Fully Insured

43

GI E?you own the property.
(a) TL
(b) That the annual gross income of
of the signers of the note is at least i
five times the annual payments to !
be made on the note.
I
(c) That your mortgage, if any, is in
'• such standing that the financial institution is Justified in approving
otan.
IdtheThla
you will use the proceeds
, SOLELY for property improvement.
7. WHAT SIGNATURES ARE RE- QUIRED ON THE NOTE?
Signature of the property owner;
and lexce.pt in special cases) if the
owner is an individual and is married,
also signature of wife or husband. No
other co-signers or endorsers are required, unless necessary to facilitate a
loan which could not he made otherwise.

8. WHAT 18 THE COST OF THIS
CREDIT?
The financial institution may not
sollect as interest and or discount and
or fee of any kind, a total charge in
excess of an amount equivalent to $5
discount per $100 original face amount
of a one-year note, payable in monthly installments. Charge for longer periods than one year is on the same
9. HOW DO I PAY THE NOTE'?
basis.
By making regular, equal, monthly
payments (seasonal payments for farmers) until the note is', paid in full.
10. MAY THE OWNER OF .ANY
KIND OF PROPERTY APPLY?
Applications will.. be considered for
credit to improve one-family,' twofamllY, or other residences; aoartment,
buildings, stores, office buildings, taCtorie:;, warehouses, hum buildings.
11. WHERE DO I MAKE PAYMENTS?
The regular installment payments
will be made in person at the place of
business of the financial institution;- or
by mail; or as otherwise arranged. No
payment shall be made to any governmental office or organization.
a.ncM
1,2
‘
e. AY I PAY THE NOTE IN FULL
BEFORE MATURITY DATE?
Yes, at any time. A reasonable rebate will be allowed for prepayment,
if charges have been collected in ad-

Come in and consult with us about the details of this
plan. We will be glad to go over it with you from every_
angle.

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

Murray, Ky.

a

have

NOTICE/

I hereby give notice that I am
of age •olid- oloolaa--caPatile, and,
have never proved irresponsible
and wish that everyone take this
notice to mean that I :fin capable
of handling all my business and
apprepersonal affairs. And
ciate no interefernce from anyone.
'Thanking you.
Aubrey Hatcher
`.

Remember that every hour's work given a laboring
man in this community helps bring back prosperity to this
-community. Building costs are modest now, lower than
they will be in the future.

C. RAY LINES

a

Th
conti
prod
and
othei
prod
time
part
oPP0
Al
land
duct

IOW

There .are
tion which are Oigible under this plan. In brief, anything
that is of permanent improvement to your home or business prqperty.
‘ .
.
The government is extremely anxious that-home and
prop• erty owners take advantage of the extremely liberal
plan now being offered through institutions that are cooperating. The Peoples Savings Bank is glad to co-operate not only with the government but with the people of
Calloway County to enable them to have better and more
comfortable and more valuable homes and to bring back
prosperity at a faster gait by putting men to work.

Very Much Improved
After Taking Cardui
a great deal
n have suffered
writes Mrs. W. A.

Fiv

• • • • •

,any Other itertur too npmerous to men-

Druggists.
Dale. Stubblefield
--in Hazel by Turnbow 'Drug co.

.11

Allen county farmers are using
better fruit-growing methods, as
-orchards reeently planted and
not sprayed have died."

Bath county dairymen are havMrs. Virgie Smith Summer, wid- ing 600 head of cattle tested for
ow of New Summer, died at her abortion disease.
home two miles east of Sedaila
Baby. beef 4-H club work has
Saturday. - Funeral services were started in -Wayne,county with .24
held • Sunday afternoon at two calves being fattened by 16 club
clock from the home of her broth- members.
er, George Smith, with the Rev.
W. B. Suthard in charge. Burial
Several Pike county poultry raiswas in the Farmington cemetery. ers have their flocks -in 45 per
cent production.

Install Farm Lighting and Power Plant ...
I
1
i Put in Plumbing, Heating, Wiring ...
i
- Repair - Remodel.
i Re-roof - Paint
._..„

A
ADLERIK
& Co..

Two meat cutting, curing and
canning demonstrations were held
in Simpson county. reports Jane
Oyer, county hurtle -demonstration
agent.

MRS. SUMMER BURIED

Build a Barn or Silo ...

•

tiElajar

Burial
Held at Blackford

Money Available On
Easy Terms
To—

PURCHASES PAPER

Shop With Us

R. L. Dye

day with closing exercises. there
are 53 of the one and two room
aancods and 44 one room schools
and S two room. 'The elating of
the term affects 62 teachers in
these schools and several hundred
children that are now free to aid,
in spring work on the farm.

e

l

-SPRING DRESSES,
SUITS and COATS

possibly have saved -some of the
expensive equipment, had they not
been interested in savuul..aamettdng more vaimitie-,-tiurnan
Their heroism in a time of
emergency will be remembered
long after the financial loss of the
building and Its equipment will be
forgotten.—Paris Post-Intelligencer.

13. MAY I MAKE MORE THAN ONE
' PAYMENT AT A TIME?
Yes, as many as you wish, but such
Payments should be in exact multiples
orrthe agreed payments—that is, if
monthly payment is $10, larger payments should total $20. $30, etc.—not,
for example, odd sums such as $18 or
$25.
14. WHAT IF I AM LATE IN MAKING MY PAYMENT?
The maker must not permit his payments to fall in arrears. Should a payment be more than 15 days late, the financial institution's expense. caused
thereby, should be reimbursed in part
at the rate of not more than 5c per.
dollar for each payment in arrears.
'Persistent delinquency will make it
necessary for the financial institution
to take proper steps to effect collection in full.

S
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The W. C. Farmer is Son gro- ray, has been named executive diSunday ed yearlings and heifers strong;
1935 may, be a party to a contract to our readers that Drs. Will and,1 feud Church Of Christ
store' en West Main street rector of the Museum of Modern
revy
mixed
10.00;
$8.6011
classes
other
night.
morning
Sunday
In
and
boyhood
covering such farm for the year Rob Mason spent3jaiser
undergone a thorough Art, New York City .
recently
has
$6.00si
9.50:
heifers
and
yearlings
was
J.
B.
Peryear
Lone
of
late
the
administrative Hazel and their
1935,s subject to
The position is one of the exceilings, the fixWalls,
and
painting.
cutters
$4.00ei6.00;
cews
beef
on
Tuesday.
business
a
Hazel
'for
rulings prescribed hy the Sec- Dr. William M. Mason: was
Among the
JIMA ceeding distinction.
.1)1
-hew
4
e
P
g
sad
Ilk42.0043.50;
teeentiareafie,
tow
cutters
the.
of
prenttent
Item,
'P.
long- Ilene an outstanding citizen
retary of Agriculture."
of the board are A. Contrustees
white
of
coat
a
under
placed
$8.50.
new
vealers
top
$5.00;
bulls
in
is
this
phase
of
Fie
Bank
The many people from Hazel
A tenant cannot sign a cotton here.
stere is considerably ger Goodyear, Nelson Rockefellow,
Five Meetings Beginning rental and parity payments for contract unless he operates the en- who went to the scene of the fire the Oliver Clinic at Paris .for nominal range slaugher heifers paint and the
Jotm:Her Whitney,' •EdvetiestsabIseW.
up
terthe work.
brightened
of
base
a
with
Farms
10.23.
$4.751;
so.
at
doing
;neut.
the rui
•
Monday to Explain to
cases the land- tlid not go merely to see
such
In
farm.
tire
Warburg, The Lord Duveen of
acres
five
over
not
and
one acre
Mar,shall, cashier of Dees
but went to
Growers
sign the contract or of a burned building,
Oren Keys and Nat Gibbs' pur- Milbank, Mrs. John 13. ltockefellow
can reduce any per cent'they want lord must also
on business
Murray
Dank
in
was
patients
were
who
friends
assist
a power of atchased the Bus Stances Lunch Jr., Samuel A. Lewisaohn, Corto, up to the whole five acres and give the tenant
there and to speak a word of Monday.
The 1935 cotton acreage reduction not produce any cotton and still torney to sign for him. If the
Monday morning from A. G. Wise-- nelias N. _Bliss and Stephen C.
Jr.,.. was brought
James.
Lamb
to
t
encouragemen
and
sympathy
contracts will be offered to cotton get paid rental and parity pay- landlord refuses to sign the tenhart, who has operated it for the Clark.. Lord Duveen is almost uniof his father. M. Q,
the
home
to
staff.
-hospital
the
ant cannot sign.
We want - to that* each and past several months. Mr. Keys and versally regarded as the world's
producers in Calloway, Marshall, ments of not growing cotton.
Lomb from the 'Mason Hospital
All cotton producers in 1935 will
every one of _Onl friends and Mr. Gibbs announced that they foremost art critic.
and Graves counties as well as
which
fire
The. rental payment - will be
the
Sunday
following
Meets
M. E. Society
their dear help and would -continue the lunch room
Mr. Mabry will visit in Clarksother counties in Kentucky that .03Sec per pound on average yield have to apply for exemption, as
destroyed the beading there early neighbors for
and on -the same lines as before. Mr. ville. Tenn., home of Dr. and Mrs.
The regular 'monthly meeting
produce corffin. This is the first per acre of lint cotton and the the Bankhead Act will be in efHe is convales- kindness through the illness
morning.
Sunday
death of our dear baby. Also we Wisehart, one of the best known Barr, before going to New York
time that cotton producers in this parity payment will be not less, fect again this year, whether they pf the M. E. Missionary Society tine nicely.
than we .can tell local restaurant men, has not an- with the museum.
part of the state have had this than .01tac per pound of the -total sign a contract or not. As Con- was held _Wednesday afternoon at
Mrs. Francis Moore is very sick appreeiate more
the Bankhead the church with 13 present. Mrs.
and sympathy our nounced.-'his future plans.
opportunity.
farm allotment. The parity pay- gress is to amend
at the borne of her son-in-law, the kindness
what Alice Jones presided over the
doctor shown us through our grief
-- FACE LIQUOR CHARGE
All cotton contracts go with the ment is to be divided between Act we do not know yet
Coll Overcast South of Hazel.
exemit, meeting.
and sorrow of our little one. He
land and not with the persons pro- the landlord and tenants or share- amount producers will be
where
is gone but never can be forgotLucille Calhoun and Nelson Banks
A missionary dialogue, "The
ducing the crop. A farm to be croppers if any, growing cotton on however in these counties
the acreages are small it would be Wells Our Fathers Digged", was Dr. Mason Temporary
ten. There is a vacant place in
both of Murray, were held to
eligible for a contract in 1935 must that farm.
advantage in cases given by the following: Mrs. AudOffice With Dr. Graves our home that never can be filled.
await the action of the federal
have had cotton on it in either
Those persons eligible to sign a to a person's
will be five rey Simmons, Mrs. Bradie White,
Mr. and Mrs. .17 D. Overby, fathgrand jury by U. S. Commissioner
1933 or 1934. The years for de- cotton reduction contract are as where their base
Mabry,- a A. Y. Martin. Paducah, last ThursDabney
lir Will H. Mason has taken a er and mother.
acres or less to rent all of their Mrs. Anna Kelley, Mrs. Hontas
Thomas
termining the base on a farm are follows:
not
and
nephew oLlers. J. C. Barr,. wife. of day, after they waived examining
Doherty, Mrs. Luey Dick and Mrs. tezepurary office. with Dr. W. H.
.frow.--19118 sthronele .1934. -.IL iazwa -"Any producer who is en owner, base to the _GeteernInent.
being sure W, A. baker.
Graves down town. The office is
the Presbyterian minister of Mar- teed on liquor charges.
,cannot be signed up with a base cash tenant, standing or fixed- grow any cotton, thus
of the tax.
After the program ,the Bible upstairs over the Fain & Bell
of: less than one acre.
rent etenant, or managing-share to avoid payment
will not study class was held, conducted Grocery on the southwest corner
The cotton sign-up
Farms with a base of over five tenant, or who operates or conof the court square.
begin until at least two weeks. by Mrs. W. A. Baker.
acres Can reduce their acreage this trols a farm on which cotton was
Notices will he sent all applicants
year from 25 per cent to 35 per planted in 1933 or 1934 and on for exemption in 1934 and a series
_ Baptist W. M. Society
cent of their base and get paid which cotton nell be planted
of seducational meetings will be
The Womans Missionary Society
held in the cotton sections of the
HOTEL SPRUCES UP
of the Hazel Baptist church met
county.
Tuesday afternoon at two o'clock
E. ST. LOUIS
National Hotel,
Murray
The following schedule of eduThe
of Mrs. Lela Wilson
In the
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Feb. 20 which is managed by T. R. Sample,
cational meetings will be held:
street, with the presInstitute
on
—(U. S. D. AS—Hogs, receipts, has just completed an extensive
Faxon. Monday, February 25,
ident, Mrs. Grace Wilson, presiding. 8,500; market active. 15 to 25c
UNLESS THE
7:00 P. M.
and attractive redecorating throughopened by singing
-meeting
The
higher; top $9.05; bulk 190 lbs, up
'Pleasant Valley, Tuesday, Feband presents one of the- most
hymn, "My Faith Looks Up to $8.8511 9.00; 170 to 180 lbs. $8.65 out
ruary 26, 7:00 P. M.
tasteful and inviting interiors of
Thee."
. s
08.85; 140 to 160 lbs. $7.85601.40; any hotel in this section.
Concord, Wednesday, February
Hawley.
M.
A.
Mrs.
Devotional,
110 to 130 lbs: $6.51)1e7.35; iighter
27, 7:00 P. M.
lobroom,
dining
have
only
Not
ses'staginess
short
_aFollowing
weights $5.2546.00; sows $7.90/e by and other rooms being reAlmo, Thursday, February 28,
sion, a very interesting Bible study
which you owe the City of Murray for the year be8.00.
7:00 P. M.
painted but they have also been
period was held,
MAY 15, 1934, is paid on or before the
ginning
calves
3,000,
receipts,
Cattle,
Murray, Monday, February
replastered in beautiful pastel
Those present were:
DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1935, a warrant or
28th
steers steady to strong; mix- tints and new draperies and furn1.500;
2:00 P. M., Court House.
6.
Mrs. Ruth UnderwOod, Mrs.
summons will be issued for you and you will be
G. E. Williamson, Asst.
ishings have added to the pleasB. TurnbOw, Mrs. Pearl Wilson,
in Cotton Adjustment.
fined, as you are violating the law in operating
scheme.
ing
Mrs. Novela Hurt, Mrs. Dick MillMr. Sample has achieved an enwithout paying said tax. In fairness to others who
er, Mrs. Marion Wilson, Miss Eva
viable reputation as a hotel operahave paid, we are forced to take action, and THIS
Perry, Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs.
tor since coming to Murray several
H. I. Neely, Mrs. Jessie Herndon,
IS THE LAST NOTICE.
months ago. and Mreeelt. M. Haweey, Mre,
We want to thank our many friends for making our openDone by order of the Board of Council, this
Grace Wilsae Mrs. Lela Wilson.
—:—:—:—
ing day a great success. We appreciate your business and the
18, 1935.
teeth while
February
good
'like
of
care
Benediction, Mrs. W.' B. Milstead.
_ Mk. and Mrs: 0. A. Woods are
encouragement you have given us, and the friendly way you
An all day meeting will be held you have them. See your dentist, building an office and desplae
have received our new market, anti we hope to maintain this
B. Mil- stregelarly and brush them regular- room for their floral business.. It
Others _News, Seoelety and Personals in the home of Mrs. W.
.
friendship threugh service to our., cusSoiners.
iiii-Tue0ay gter -the rtsurtt- ly. We carry in stock all the pop- Ti being biaTte-ciiieffie seillefesstde
of Hazel and
be spent
Sunday...Tbe day will
their residence on North Fourth
Vicinity.
• making supplies for the White ular dentrifices and tooth brushes street
China. -which will keep your teeth in good
Mrs. Blanche Underwood, wife Cross work at Wuchow,
in the afternoon, the condition.
Brushes which make
2 cans Grape Fruit
28c
2 lbs. Coffee
of A. C. Underwood of near Hazel, At 2 o'clock
be cardied at the clinic ruesday after- Royal Service progralm will
correct brushing easy and tooth
v
25c
Juice
2 1-2 lb can Peaches14c
•Ov.
noon. She had been in the Mason ried out.
Nice Head Lettuce . 5c
Pastes which cleanse the teeth
Memorial Hospital critically ill for
2 1-2 lb. can Peaches,
7 rolls 1000 Sheet
has thoroughly are to be found here
Murray
Jim Clanton of near
removed to
was
and
weeks
several
in heavy syrup . .21c
28c
'Toilet Tissue
been in Hazel the 'past few days in all the popular makes.
the clinic on - account of the fire.
OsNice Bananas, lb. 6 1-2c
1 pint Grape Juice 18c
. She is survived by her husband visiting his sister, Mrs, John
and two children, Mrs. Mary Clay- born and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman of
ton and Patterson Underwood; her
ems', Then., were here Sunday to
parents, Me. and Mrs': J. E. Patand Mrs.
Frost Proof Cabbage Plants
terson of Hazel; three brothers, visit their parents, Mr.
John and Ben Patterson of Paris, It W. Chrisman and Mrs. Amanda
We have a complete line of FRESH MEAT—only
WINTER WINDS
and Jesse Patterson of Hazel. She -Maxon.
Mrs. Myrtle Osborn has returned
the best
is also survived by four sisters.
BRING WINTER ILLS
Mrs. Galen Brandon and Mrs. Fred home afteP spending several days. Feet wet and cold from sludgy
sister,
of
her
guest
as
Bring us your Eggs and Butter
Murray
in
Paschall of Pails, and Mrs. Leon
streets; in the morning; sore
A
throats, colds, congestion.
Hendricks and Miss Mildred Pat- Mrs. Amanda White.
in
been
who
has
White,
Ralph
telick poultice of Cross Salve op
WS0111, Hazel.
soft cloth, applied to the'
-She was an excellent Christian New York for several months,irte throat or chest quickly penelady. led a quiet, .useful life and turned home Monday:
trates to the inflamed tissues,
Mrs. Ira Lassiter is confineel ibrangs restful ease and safety.
brightened many lives by her
'
ei,J-d _for more than a generadeeds of kindness._ Tlit sympathy to her room from illness.
-eVerfuI getrnitidal arid
tion, its 'no
Mrs. Maitie Wilson Ray is eonof the community goes out to the
penetrating power accounts for
Funeral plans had not fined to her room suffering with
family:
on the most neglect-success
its
flu.
ed a n d seriously congested
been announced.
Mrs.
and
Miss Annie Lu Paschall
cases. 30c & 50c at all dealers.
uryear, Tenn.,
,The people of Hazel were shock- Coil Paschall of
visiting
ed and grieved when the news were in Hazel Sunday
reached here early Sunday morn- friends.
J. E. Patterson and daughter.
ing that the William Mason Memin
orial Hospital at Murray had been Miss Mildred, spent Tuesday
destroyed b-y fire. It is well known Murray with Mrs. Lon Underwood
.who is critically, ill in the KeysHouston Clinic Hospital.
Mrs. J. E. Underwood of Paducah was in Hazel _a few days last
week to visit her parents, Mr.- and
Mrs. W. D. Kelly.
Elder Thos. Pate of Murray filled his regular appointment at

Cotton Acreage Reduction Contracts
To- Be Offered 0 Calloway County

rig
as
rid

Card of Thanks

vor
AS

24
ub

iier

II
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Mrs. Barr's Nephew
Made Art Director

YOUR BUSINESS

Whats the News?

NOTICE

Livestock

Privilege License on Your Business and
Profession, and Car License Tax

as,

Quality Meats and Groceries

TAKE CARE OF
YOUR TEETH

MRS. UNDERWOOD
OF HAZEL CALLED

J. F. HAYS,
— Chief of Police

•

Saturday Specials

NEW FORD 17•8

WEAR DRUG CO.

SEED POTATOES

Tolley - Carson
Food Market

Telephone 37 WE DELIVER
Joe Carson
Bryan Tolley

u5377

REPAIR
REMODEL
IMPROVE

Just The Home
You Want-ift_easy

Stop at. the Sign of

SHE'LL
That Pep-ful Gasoline That's
as Modern as 1935 Streamlining... Smooth-riding, Quick.
startingSuper Charged SuperShell.

Every Facility for Aiding in Financing... Costs... Labor
. Are in YOUR FAVOR NOW!

Means you can purchase a gasoline with one more- 'mile to
each and every gallon.

•

y-pu have in
•
... quoting you estimates.on a job.of any magnitude'. . • and remind
..
member-

Shell Oils and Greases and a
uniform, efficient service.

Shell Station Operator
South Fourth St.

ytounty LumberCo.
:

.

for a V-8
demonstration.
NEW FORD V-8
TRUCKS AND
COMMERCIAL
CARS ALSO ON
DISPLAY.

COMPANY

LET US GIVE YOU A DEMONSTRATION OF
The feature that gives the wendei-ful
Riding Qualities in the 1935 Ford. V-8

"CENTER-POISE"

CHARLEY HALE

. Beale MOior Co., Inc.

Distributor

THIRD and WALNUT

MOTOR

See the nearest
-FORD DEALER

SEE THE FORD V-8 FOR 1935

NEVA WATERS

-FROM FbUNDATION TO ROOF'. . . WE HAVE IT-

(Incorporated)

FORD

Super-Charged
Super-Shell

We will, be glad to assist you in islanning anything

PHONE 72

any doubt about value when
you buy a Ford car. You know it's all right
or Henry Ford wouldn't put it out. One thing
that never changes is his policy of dependable
transportation at low cost.
That's the biggest feature of the New Ford.
he reliability and economy of its V-8 engine
ave been proved on the road by upwards of
1,400,000 motorists. Owner cost records show
definitely that the _Ford V-8 is the most
economical Ford car ever built.
THERE'S never

The Sign of the Shell

The government . . . every supply manufacturer . . . every raw
labor'... financing plans that are the best and lowmaterial Sourceest in history are all co-operating to give the maximum. benefit to the
home ot business property owner who needs and wishes'to improve his
property.

The Car Without Experiments

Telephone 170—

Shell Gasoline and Oils

•
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Play Opens March 1 in 8th •
District. Tournament in City

••••••••-•".McCoy was
ly the
"ALI. ALWIeYS WELCOME".
Prayer meeting Wednesday, 7
semester rule and later StubbleSundayP
E. B. Motley, Pastor
P. /de followed by the Teachers
field .erass Aeist to the team. HotsEhool at 9:30. W. Z.
Meeting.
men meet Hazen in iee erst
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
W. M. S. meets Tuesday, 2:30
welcome for all ages.
session.
P. M. Mrs. W. T. Sledd. president.
Sunday School at 9:30 A. M.,
Just as a friendly predie.4i on
A cordial invitation is extended
Preaching by the pastor next
•
.“.• vial/
The Eighth Distrire ThUrn trw•IL .el _way zeal strerieseas liit•UHPe the district tourneyee Ralphz -The
Sunday nit 10:45 A. - M. and .1410 Dr. H. M. McEheith, superintend - to all to "Came, Worshili and
BY L. J. HORTIN seems assured now with the com- P. 'M. Music committee will pro!tangles writer, has given his views
piay. comprised of Calloway counPray."
being ip the upper bracket with
pletion of arrangements for the vide speeial music. .
on the. events °Lehi tourney: "In
%fa' teams. will begin at Murray
J E Skinner, Pastor
Morning -Worahip;t '31 A. M..
Progress
being
is
made
on
the
Tr -City to Lynnville road by
High' school Friday. March 1. The Alma Faxon - aisle ihte Murray the opening game Friday afternoon road program advocated
Young people's meeting at 6:15 preaching by the pekoe.'
by'
the
the state department When com- P. M. under the direction of ?ellrace is a close one fu: county Training School. Things are much at 3 o'clock Kirksey will top Ahno Murray Chamber
The B. T. U. meets it 8:30 P
A year ago Bell county had 8
of Commerce far
pleted. this project will insure a ton Farrner.
honors as three teams are reach- warmer in the lower bracket with and in the second game of the Calloway County, according
homemakers clubs with 153 memM., R. W. Churchill, director.
to
'a
direct route from Fulton and
ing. at first place honors and the age old rivals Concord and afternoon -Faxon still defeat the report
Prayer meeting Wednesday night
. the
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M bers Now there are 17 clubs with
released by the C. of C.
southwest
though Kirksey probably has the Lynn Grove in the initial play off. Training School.
pale
Friday
night Way. •
sais the state at 7:00 o'clock
preaching by the pastor.
266 members.
,
They
have
been
-tournamen
foes
t
through
Murray will take Hazel to camp
reach and a better drevi for tourMurray to central Kenof
Members
the
road
conunittee
many
on
occasions
and
Lynn Grove and Lynn Grove will handle the
tucky.
ney play, either of the other two
of the Chamber af Commerce are:
took the District finals with New Concord Redbirds.
has goodly possibilities.
In Saturday
The state highway c'emlnlssien
Concord in 1933. In 1934 Concord morning's game at 9:30 Kirksey Waylega Rayburn. .T. 0. Turner, T. is working on
The race will be i hard foUght
the possibility of
Baucurn,
0.
T.
R.
Jones.
and
I..
swamped
J.
Kirksey in the finals will defeat Faxon and in the secreducing the excessive toll rates
one because there is a trophy to
Hortin,
secretary.
All
of
the
fol- on the Eggner's
-end game of the morning the
be considered. thee, will become 41-28.
Fere y bridge
Although the Redbirds. of Con- Wildcats of Lynn Grove .will de- lowing projects have been pro- acrose
t he
permanent The W. T. Sledd &
Tennessee
River.
moted
and
encourage
by
the Mur- Through
the efforts of the Murray
Co. trophy, which becomes perma- cord have a brilliant team and feat the Murray Tigers. Saturday ray Chamber
of Commerce, of
one
of
county's
dhe
best
records
night
finals
the
in
Kirksey
will
Chamber
of
nent with three wins i.Commerce, many prostake'
which W. S. Swann is president.
tests were filed
for each of four teams. Kirksey, with the possible exception of overcome the efforts of Coach Jefwith the state
Kirksey.
they
The
survey
are
a
for
picked
state
be
to
frey's
Wildcats."
rad
commission
, resulting, in the apConcord. Lynn Grove and Almo
eliminated
southwest
the
by
part
Lynn
Greve
of
the
in
the
county
Anything
might
happen
pointment
and
of a comMittee to Make
have twia wins.
basketball has been completed. and arrange- a survey of the diversion of traffic
Kirksey is practically isotated initial play off due to the fact that more often does in
Lynn
Goove
ments
being
arehas
an
made
edge
to
tourneys
on
and
extend caused thereby and a recommenmany fans
and
from 'competition before the finals
Pillsbury's
Thrifty or
's
heighth and a slight reach in ex- coaches in general are unappreei- It through Graves County to the dation for a change
in the rates
paraadieeee—Thess -aesiia-4he Wild- ative---ef- ppedienerm -The 'Islay
Ma. -This peoposed-remel
-by --the-fainding company.'
24-lb.
cats have always been a tourna- expected to draw considerable at- will be one of the best of its kind
79C
2
17
-99Crilrgard
'41 1b.DR. W. C. OAKLEY
The hard-eunacing or me Hazelment team usually building up tention this year as the teams are in this section. being practically
Sack
Sack
24-lb.
Sack
Murray
road
with a high-type top
Chiropractor
from the middle of the season' to probably more nearly in the same straight and leading into a:.,..sechas been promised by the state
iliffke at Home, 600 West Walt brilliant, play at tournament time. class than in- past tourneys and tion of. the county where theareeed
department as one of the earliest
Coach Ty Holland has unques- More than two county schools for it is urgent. •
Mondays, Wednesdays. rridaysi
projects to be undertaken this
tionably been in the bad luck col- have ardent followers who do not
The Tr -City to Fulton highway spring.
In .1fcermson
umn and rightfully has an alibi derubt but that their team is a tourOther recommendations for road
1 p. in. rod p. m.
for anything that might happen to ney winner.
The county coaches met Wednes- building and improvements have
day afternoon. February 13, for the been made to the state highway
drawing
and
selected
August department and these are_esateeetThrogmortin
referee, T. Sledd, ed to be acted upon in the near
timer. and Joe T. Lovett and Ralph futare.
Wear scorers.
Murray high will eilso be host to
the Regional tourney to be played
March 8 and 9.

rogress Being
On Roads in the County Gu..incte4ear'cordial

Kroger figg1Y Wiggly Stores
The Complete kood Market

e

CAPITOL

TODAY and FRIDAY

t

a.

4

4

3 NET GAMES AT
III SCHOOL TONITE

SATURDAY

• Arthur Sommers Roche's

JACK
PERRIN

"Shadow "Loser's
of Doubt" End"
with—
RICARDO CORTEZ
VIRGINIA BRUCE

And The Clock
Struck .Three

The court house clock is strikCounty basketball fans will be
ing again after a lay oil "of been
given basketball galore tonight at
two and three years.
the Murray High School gym with
To be exact the first hour struck three
games booked. The Murray
by the city timepiece after its re- " Tigers
will close the season with a
vival was 3 o'clock on Monday
doubleheader -:I% the Fulton Bullafternoon of this week. The re
first 'and-second teams
pairs._eiecessary _fur . .••i irig - was wilI p Beth
y.
13u7ItIstn svriasZnd
—and-made by H. B. Bailey and Deputy the
Tigers a short time ago.
Jailer Albert Parker.
• The Almo and Faxon fives will
"BURN 'EM UP BARNES" ' The clock had been
stopped—or io on the floor at
6:30 and fans
worse—consistently wrong in the are
premised about three hours of
CARTOON
hour for several days before the net
- entertainment.
Faxon and
repairs of Monday and now the Alino
are well matched and a
time, with reasonable accuracy, is fairly
close game is expected.
available to .Murray townspeople.
• The Murray Tigers lost to MayAnd to think the thing strikes out f Id at
the' Murray gym Tuesday
clearly the hour.
ght by a long score of 35-14. The
A town wisey has suggested that
gers were over-awed by the
it is his opinion that the people of
onger five and trailed through,
Murray- do not recall- or were -unt.
aware of the fact that the clock
had not been striking.

A skylarking riot of romance
and song!

OW! BUY THAT PIANO

Card• of
,• • Thanks
•
We wish to thank our nellthhoes ;end friends for the • many
iindnesses shown during the illness and death of out beloved
mother Mrs. Minnie Webb
We
also eetend our sincere appreciation' to Dr. C. H. Jones. ,who.-attended her, and to the friends
and relatives who tendered such
-beautiful fleriisi t,ff L.g..
Adolphus Webb and family.

Notice of Settlement
All- parties concerned are hereby advised that I. as executor of
the. estate of A. D. Thompson and
also as executor of estate of E. A
Dees will file final settlement for
each estate on February „23. 1985.
DAVID THOMMON

8hackleion's
-1••••••••••• a. MX
LOVIIIVILIJI, U.
141ir=over•Cr=
ft•4001

CK-DRAUGHT
°flitch a Good Laxative," Says Nurse
Writing from her home izt Pete
tug; Mo., Mrs. Anna LaPlante says:
"I am a practical nurse and I recommend to some of my patients
that they take Black-Draught, feria Is such a gocd lasalive. I took
It for constipation, headache and a
dull feeling that I had so much. A
few erees of Black-Draught—and
I felt just fine."
Seesaws oo many people know tram
basins used It that Vbeelforda
Drsaniskt Is a geed. purely vegetable laxative, Winona at pussies of IS aro poll
every 711111.

1.

CARY GRANT

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

Thursday-Friday

•

The love_story that captured the heart of the world
is now, after two years in

her for what
she nught have been . ..
He loved

production, the finest triumph of

the screen!

-

DAVID
e:

Finest
Screen Triumph,
•
•

W•th a •tar

when he knew
her for what
she was I

o.t o165

(tofu/lop
•
W.G.Ft•Ids•Maureen O'Sullivit
Madge Evans • Edna Slay Olive
Flank La:vtort • Elizabeth Ails
,L,on.l Barrymor•
Freddie Bartholom•vr
Leans Stone • Roland Tows

TOMORROW
May Be Too Late
INSURE TODAY!
It'sgiust too bad if fire attacks your propcry before you have taken steps to insure
it. Yet this happens to home and property owners every day. Don't delay on
such an important matter as Fire Insurance. Get your protection at once.- Take
the first step Tww. Ask us to give you
full information on complete protection
for your particular needs.

Producod by Davtd 0 Solanacb

PHONE 3•81

31

5c
7c

C. Club CHILI CON CARNE
No. 300 can
10c
Embassy SALAD DRESSING
Quart jar
29c

25c

Kellogg's CORN FLAKES,
2 small pkgs.
13c

DATES, 1-1b. Cell. pkg.

13c

C. Club FRUIT COCK-TAIL
2No-1 cans ..... . 29s

Idaho RED BEANS,
4 pounds

25c

riARD- Bulk lb. 16c
SubRoll Butter lb. 39c
Radio Bacon Pound 23c
Potatoes 13°a°, 99c "tikd 15c
Cream White For All Cooking
Shortening
Purposes

25c

oetilvi

HEAD •

See our complete line of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables, also Seed
Potatoes, Onion Sets, Garden Seeds,

,

.-ekeeeeeeeese.seee-e-ecee

•

-

...••••••••••

-

•

I*

pounds

6
DOZ. 15c

Largesiz5 Doz.
Size

•

•

2

Green Beans 2 ib...25

Head Lettuce
BANANAS Large

GAVIN BUILDING

•••••••••.„

25c

I

•

•

•

JELLO, all flavors,
4 packages

ft

• o•••••••

3 lbs. 55c

•

•

•.
•

55c

2rek-W•-----i9
FrenehPound

C. Club PEACHES,
Halves or
Sliced, 16-oz. Tall can 10c
Barbara Ann SOUPS—
Tomato;can—
Vegetable, chn

15c

4-lb.
Jar

Franks or Bologna 2 pounds 25c
No
Winesap Apples 5 16'25c

Frazee, Berry & &login

with
RALPH BELLAMY
ADRIENNE AMES
DONALD COOK

Maxwell

Nigesh

"lt Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your
Insurance"

trrreeract tsy Gres11•Gt COMO*.
4'h.••11,••.•ou• film soccoso wo•
tail:. Women
.

Strawberry
Cherry
Peach
1 -lb. jar

House or
C. Club •
Pound

Humko

.e

ELISSA LANDI

Preserves

L1FEBUOY SOAP,
4 bars

75=.;,'"ar,""375

•

WITH

or U

Murray Closes Season With Fulton in Doubleheader; FaxonAlma .Play.

SUNDAY and MONDAY
•

FLOUR 1.O7
Coin Meal la 25c
Tall g Small 7
C. Club Milk 3
Cans
De-Lux Plums 2 N a2n1s-2 25c

•

•

